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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
JUSTIFICATION AND PURPOSE 
In a consideration of this sort it is purely a matter 
I of evaluations and a process of conclusions. From the great il 
: wealth of material written concerning phases of this topic, my 
I 
II 
I 
I 
r 
purpose is to discriminate between that which I think is vitall 
to the point and that which is dismissable. In this thesis it 
is my purpose to show as best I am able my conception of Chau-
cer's conception of the character of Criseyde. 
period of_considerable length, I have firmly established a 
rather conservative judgment, with an aknowledgement of more 
than one factor's potency in establishing an estimate of 
Criseyde. Numerous critics have delved into the topic being 
considered in this discussion, but they have failed, it seems 
to me, to delve deeply enough into the factors relative to theiJ 
proposal. For example, some critics credit Criseyde with a 
~ childlike innocence, while others condemn her as a schemer and 
II ~~ :rc:::~::::;a:n;o;c::~rdT:::u:o::::::::i::a:ss:: :::u:d:::t:: 
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itsel~ and so begging-of-answer that it is no small wonder that 
I it has received so much critical attention. My bibliography 
I gives· sufficient light to this statement. I vouch to say that 
i hardly a thinking man can read the· Troilus and Criseyde without 
11 at least a brief moment's thought concerning the character of 
I the woman so many have condemned as faithless and no good, and 
others have classified as an innocent ~d good girl. I myself 
believe that she was a character to whom we should not :pres:cribe 
either of these extreme interpre·tations with such facility. 
Those who condemn her with calculating tactics fail to inter-
:pret her behavior in accordance with the principles of the code 
of courtly love, which I propose to show is inestimably valu-
able here. First and foremost I believe her to be a :product of 
the code. Those who here base her thoughts and actions quite 
extensively are the ones who have my sympathy most heartily. 
And those who proclaim her to be a victim of astrology also 
have my a:p:proval, but to a limited extent, for I believe that 
her character is that of one influenced to a large degree by 
the code, but affected by astrology to some extent, and showing 
characteristics of calculation to a very much smaller degree. 
This I :propose to show, first, by :presentation of individual 
critic's interpretations to present a clear understanding or 
'\their version of her characteristics, and, secondly, by explain-
/ ing her behavior by categorizing the critics into groups ae-
1 cording to their convictions. In this process the varying con-
captions of her will be clarified, and the errors and miscon-
2 
lj 
ceptions of each theory will stand out more clearly. My con-
Ill elusions do not coincide with any of the theories in toto, al-41t though parts of many are acceptable. I propose to show why it 
is wise to dismiss some of the theories and to accept only 
It is my purpose to indicate that all I ,
1
, parts of the others. 
factors must be considered to their relative degree of import-
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
anee. It is to Professor Root that I give credit for the stat 
ment of the question of my purpose. He says, "Are we watching 
the treacherous defeat of womanly noblesse, or the logical 
working out of a weak sensuous character?"l 
CHAUCER'S MISSIONS TO ITALY 
In discussing Chaucer's life, it is again a great deal 
of material that we find at our convenience. But, as this 
thesis does not proclaim that a discussion of the author's life 
is its purpose, I wish to state that I purposely deal with this 
phase but very briefly. My purpose in dealing with his life at 
all is to show how his missions to Italy affected his poem, the 
Troilus and Crfuseyde. The known facts of his life are so ,easi-
ly available, for this material, whether true or speculative, 
comes in such abundance. 
Early in life he entered the service of the court where 
!I his duties were numerous and varied. His profound energies in 
I 1. Robert Kilburn Root, The Poetry of Chaucer, A Guide 
1 To Its Study and Appreciation~ . p. 105. 
II 
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3 
activities of business took him on f'oreign missions. It is 
one of these missions which took him to the continent in 1370 
on one of his f'irst diplomatic missions, two years after which 
I he went to Italy for the first time •. He 
r was sent to Genoa to arrange f'or the selection of some English port as headquarters for Genoese trade, 
and must have been absent f'or a great part of the 
twelvemonth between the November of that year and 
the next.2 
1 In 1378 he went to Italy on other diplomatic missions. Chau-
il 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
car's life record seems to be more a record of' his public ac-
tivity than of his literary activity. His missions to Italy 
are of ·Sireeial interest to my consideration in this study, for 
it ~as these visits which greatly influenced the development 
of his genius. It was here that he 
became aequainte~ with the works of Dante, Petrarch, 
and Boccaccio, and f'rom them derived not only new 
poetic material but a new conception of' literary art.3 
The Troilus and Criseyde, which is mainly our concern 
I here, i~ a.direct product in that it is so greatly based on 
Boceaccio, although he made it def'initely an English product. 
There is no direct evidence, however, as to whether 
Chaucer·~ac1iually met Boccaecio in Italy or not. We know that 
I
I his missions were not for literary purposes, not primarily at 
least. But to hear Italian daily, to see Italy and its new 
i 
2. A. W. Ward and JA.:R;;·<·Waller, Cambridge History of 
English Literature, II, p. 180. 
3. Tom Peete Gross and Clement Tyson Goode, Heath Read-
It ings in the Literature of England, p. 1189. 
===l:l===--====-:.------: 
4 
• 
painting, to buy Italian books, to feel the stirrings of the 
Renaissance, were great literary opportunities for Chaucer, and 
it was rather unconsciously that he received the benefits of 
them. Chaucer's quick res:ponse to new· experiences at once 
stirred his initiative and he began to conceive of Troilus and 
Criseyde. After some twelve years he brought it out. It did 
for English literature what Petrarch and Boccaccio were doing 
for the literature of their land. His mission, therefore, was 
important because it brought him in contact with new forces at 
work in Italian literature, forces which show through Chaucer's 
work after his stay in Italy. As Professor Lowes says: 
And then Geoffrey Chaucer went down to Italy and 
found the Filostrato •••• To Chaucer Boccaccio's 
narrative became electrical with fresh sugge~tion; 
and set him creating an English masterpiece. 
So, it is with this short discussion of his trips to 
Italy that I leave his life. Of that fact that he undoubtedly 
was greatly inspired literally by these trips, there can be no 
question. That he became acquainted with Boccaccio' s works is 
also an established fact. Chaucer's missions, though not pri-
\ marily for literary purposes, were of almost inestimable value 
in his literary needs. 
CHAUCER'S USE OF SOURCE MATERIAL FOR TRO ILUS .AND CRISEYDE 
I can not treat Chaucer's sources for this poem with mor 
I, . .· 
\\ 4. dOhn Livingston Lowes, 
velopment of his Genius, p~ 16?. 
Geoffrey Chaucer and the De-
1 
5 
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than a cursory glanve, except to show what he borrowed from 
Boccaccio' s heroine for his own. 
In Chaucer's ~ime it was not wrong for an author to use 
sources extensively. ·In fact, many_ authors, including Chaucer, 
actually copied long parts of originals and added to them some 
of their own origmnal material. 
The sin of plagiary is a development of modern 
civilization. To medieval authors, as to Elizabethan, 
the interest of a story lay in the telling, and while 
plot was of first-rate importance the same plot could 
quite well be used indifferently by any number of 
writers.5 
This was the case with Chaucer who never felt the least bit 
incapable when he borrowed so copiously. As a matter of fact, 
Chaucer 
frequently calls attention to the closeness of the 
translation he is making of his original, which he men-
tions as if it were his sole authority, whether he re-
fers to the writer or to his work ••. ~6 
It is without a doubt that Chaucer used for his chief, 
and practically only, source here the Il Filostrato of the 
Italian Boccaccio. There have been numerous attempts'to ~sti-
mate exactly how much Chaucer did take directly from this sourc~ 
"About a third of the whole work is actual paraphrase or trans-
lation of Bocc~ccio' s Filostrato".? 
5. Grace Eleanor Hadow, Chaucer and His Times, p. 69. 
6. George Livingstone Hamilton, The Indebtedness of 
Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde to Guido delle Colonne' s Histo-
ria Trojana, p. 3. 
?. Ibid., p. 76. 
6 
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1' Regardless of the exact number of :pages and direct QUO-
tations, we must notice that this was not all he borrowed from 
e his source. He also took for his own a great deal of the s:piri 
and atmosphere of his "auctour", which is immeasurable in num-
I 
II II 
I 
bers. 
The character of Oriseyde was certainly a result of 
Boccaccio's heroine's character. Chaucer knew the nature of 
Boccaccio's heroine, and feeling ill at ease with her volup-
tuousness and extreme sensuality, created his Oriseyde with 
great depths of emotion of a fine character. Boccaccio's hero-
ine was elemental, simple, and very amorous and sensual; Ohau-
cer made her complex and sometimes even bafflingly so to the. 
reader, for he gives her a subtle brain, exquisite sensibility 
and charm, who is a woman compared to Boccaccio's widow who 
acts like an unlessoned girl. Oriseyde ":plays with fire" but 
her acts are explainable by the code to make her a lady. Boc-
he remolded for his own purposes to fit into his :plan for the 
/ 
:poem as a whole. When Legouis says: "Chaucer's aim was not 
like Boccaceio' s to point sentimentality alone, but to reflect 
lire,"8 it is Lewis who carried on after him to say in this re-
gard: 
/ 
a._ Em±ct.e·t.Hyacinthe Legouis, Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 134. 
-=-==-=·==~===--------================~~==========-=~~=-~~=-=-==-=-==~======= 
• 
I do not wish to contradict either statement, but I 
am convinced both are capable of conveying a false 
impression. • • • What Il Filostrato underwent at 
Chaucer's hands was first and foremost'a process of 
medievalization.9 
Chaucer's indebtedness, then, is great to Boccaccio, and 
it was Griseida who gave Chaucer the basis for his conception 
of his heroine. 
CRISEYDE' S PART IN THE STORY PROPER 
The following is the barest outline of the plot of 
Criseyde's part of the poem. I present it here to help the 
reader evaluate the interpretations of the critics, but for a 
closer study and a fuller presentation of the entire poem, I 
would like to refer the reader to the appendix.lO 
Criseyde, a young widow, is visited by her uncle, Pan-
darus, wbo first piques her curiosity, and then tells her of 
Troilus's love for her. She is left to ponder over the news, 
and all at once she hears a stir in the street, and, looking 
aut, sees Troilus riding by among the plaudits of the people. 
She ponders over what she shall do. Theh she is presented by 
Pandarus a letter from Troi~us which she finally consents to 
answer. Then Criseyde is brought to the house of Deiphobus, 
Troilus' s brother, where Troilus feigns himself sick. At his 
9. c.s. Lewis, '"What Chaucer Really Did to ·Il Filostratot, 
Essays 'and Studies, XVII, p. 56. 
10. Cf. p. ?6. 
--=====J:l== 
8 
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:edside, Criseyde consents to accept Troilus as a lover. Later 
I Criseyde is detained by rain at the house of Pandarus overnight, 
II and during the night Criseyde gives Pandarus consent to bring 
Troilus to her, on grounds of plausible appeal. The chain of 
11
. circumstances leads to Cri$eyde' s surrender. 
 After a period of happiness, Criseyde must be exchanged 
I 
,I 
II II 
for Antenor, a prisoner at the Greek camp. She plans to de-
ceive her father who is there, and return to Troilus in ten 
days, but Diomede, her escort, lets no grass grow under his 
feet, and wins her on the eleventh day after her arrival at the 
Greek camp. Criseyde gives herself to him completely, to pro-
nounce her own doom afte~qards. 
9 
CHAPTER II 
CRITICS' CONCEPTIONS OF CRISEYDE 
TEN BRINK 
In 1893 Bernard Ten Brink, a German, had published a 
History of English Literature in the second volume of which is 
found a brief but clear and concise view of Criseyde. It is 
needless to quote more than the following passage to show what 
Ten Brink's ideas are of Chaucer's Criseyde in comparison to 
Boccaccio's heroine: 
The English Criseyde is more innocent, less experi-
enced, less sensual, more modest than her Italian pro-
totype. What a multitude of agencies were needed to 
inflame her love for Troilus; what a concatenation of 
circumstances, what a display of trickery and intrigue, 
'to bring her at last to his arms! We see the threads 
of the web in which she is entangled drawing ever 
closer around her, her fall appears to us excusable, 
indeed unavoidable. And if afterwards, after the 
separation, she does not resist the temptation of Di-
omedese how is she accountable, when the first fall 
robbed her of her moral stay?l 
Here is his whole conception in a nutshell - our thought 
are centered on Oriseyde's pure and simple innocence. 
1. Bernard Ten Brink, History of English Literature, II, 
Ft.I, p. 92. 
,-
COURTHOPE 
It was in 1895 that W.J. Courthope gave his conceptions 
of Criseyde. It is best here to present the reader with Cour-
thope's views of the poem as a whole, for these views reflect 
his opinion of Criseyde. He does not consider Troilus and 
Criseyde a translation from Boccaccio, but he says that it re-
veals the final fruits as resultant in Chaucer's mind from long 
communication with other men's minds. He says that while Boc-
caccio's poem is written to show the hero's sufferings during 
the absence of the heroine, Chaucer's is designed ttin the first 
place to give a poetical representation of woman's fickleness 
in love, tt2 and, because of the fact that Criseyde was so con-
trary to the chivalrous conception of the immaculate virtue of 
women, he had to try to show that his story was based on good 
historical evidence; therefore, he invented the Latin "Loll ius". 
He says that the Troilus and Criseyde shows the influences of 
the intellectual forces of the time, and 
the interest of the poem is concentrated in the de-
velopment of the character of Cressida. In the first 
three books Cressida's conduct is regulated in strict 
conformity with the standing rules of chivalrous 
society. She resists her own inclinations, and with-
stands the solicitations of Pandarus on behalf of 
Troilus, with all the oppositions of argument re-
quired by the science of the troubadours and the 
regulations of the Courts of Love.3 
2. W.J. Courthope, A History of English Poetry, p. 262. 
3. Ibid., p .. 263. 
11 
--
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I So far she is faultless, and even when she surrenders to the 
• 
I desires of Troilus, she is not guilty of offence to the code, 
I and will not be so long as her attachment is true and steadfast 
I Oourthope says. 
1 later, he says: 
Using the same word as Professor Root does 
I 
II 
of all this refined casuistry and analysis there is 
no trace whatever in the Oressida of Boccaecio, who 
represents his heroine simply as a young widow in 
love.4 
Courthope condemns her further when he says that Ghau-
cer has removed his heroine's character from the metaphysical 
reg~on of chivalrous love to an almost bourgeois and human 
level, by associating her so closely with the semi-comic Pan-
darus. He (Oourthope) has not yet condemned her fully, neither 
has he made statement of her double character. But in the fol-
lowing he makes himself clear: 
It is not till the fourth book that the deteriora-
tion of Oressida's nature reveals itself incidentally, 
in the facility with which she listens .without dis-
pleasure though without response, t.o the artful love-
making of Diomede.5 
Criseyde was no longer good even according to the code 
of courtly love, after she once left Troy with Diomede. She 
I' deteriorated from her former self. She proved her falsity from 
the first, and her deterioration truly started when she came in 
contact with Diomede, thinks Mr. W.d. Courthope. 
~ 
4. Courthope, W.d., A History of English Poetry, p. 263. 
5. Ibid., p. 264. 
12 
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ROOT 
In the Troilus and Criseyde,_Root gives Chaucer credit 
for his psychological portrayal of the complex individual 
characters in the Renaissance spirit~ He says, "It is not, 
however, a poem which appeals to the modern reader at a first 
perusalu. 6 He further says that to read the poem correctly 
you must approach it correctly, that is, with delight in nkeen, 
minute, humorous portrayal of character". Most critics believe 
that "we are watching the treacherous defeat of womanly no-
II blessen. 7 
1 a careful 
But Root prefers to analyze Criseyde's character by 
study of each line as it unfolds, to prove that she 
may not have met defeat. At the very beginning of the poem, 
when Criseyde, a widow dressed in black is standing alone in 
the t·emple, Professor Root says that Criseyde is conscious that 
she has attracted the attention of Troilus. However, he says, 
"we cannot be sure. Chaucer himself professes his doubt in the 
matter».8 And when he quotes from the text the following: 
But how it was, certeyn kan I nat seye, 
If that his lady understood nat this, 
Or feynede hire she nyste, oon of the tweye; 
But wel I rede that, by no manere weye, 
Ne seemed ~t as that she of hym roughte, 
11---
1 6. Root, R.K., The Poetry of Chaucer, p. 104. 
7. Ibid., p. 105. 
8. Ibid., p. 106. 
13 
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r~ 
Or of his peyne, or whatsoevere he thoughte. 9 
Root then calls attention to the scene in the temple which tell 
of Criseyde, and about which Chaucer writes: 
To Troilus right wonder wel with alle 
Gan for to like hire mevynge and hire chere, 
Which somdel deignous was, for she let falle, 
Hire look a lite aside in swich manere, 
Aseaunces, "Whatt may I nat stonden here?" 
And after that hir lokynge gan she lighte, 
That nevere thoughte hym seen so good a syghte.lO 
Again, in the scene in which Pandarus comes to Criseyde' 
house to tell her of Troilus's love for her, and in which Pan-
darus cunningly arranges it so that Criseyde will tease,him to 
tell her the news about Troilus, at which he has but hinted 
heretofore, Root says here that "Criseyde's reception of the 
news must be noticed carefullyn.ll And to clarify his statement, 
again he quotes: 
Criseyde, which that herde hym in this wise, 
Thoughte, •'I shal felen what ,he meneth ywis. n 
"Now em," quod she, "what wolde ye devise? 
What is youre reed I sholde don of this?nl2 
He further says in regard to Criseyde's reception of the news: 
There is an air of cool deliberation about this which 
strikes one as incongruous. Here are no blushes, 
either of shame or pleasure, no trepidation of heart. 
Once more we are tempted to ask if Criseyde knew the 
secret in advance. Was all her curiosity mere sham-
9. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lines 492-497, 
F.N.Robinson; ed., The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, p.460 
10. Ibid., li,nes 288-294, p. 457. 
11. Root, R.K., The Poetry of Chaucer, p. 108. 
12. Chaucer, ££• cit., Bk.II, lines 386-389, p. 473. 
14 
I' 
II 
,J 
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ming? Or, perhaps, she only hal~ guessed it?l3 
We need not read much further in Root to find him accusing 
Oriseyde of that curious tone of calculation again as we notic-
ed above. We find it when Pandarus tells Oriseyde to return 
love ~or love and not to waste her beauty any longer, at which 
Criseyde bursts into tears. Root says of this: "All this cool 
deliberation meets with a passionate burst o~ tears and re-
proaches" .14 
But suddenly shifting her mood Criseyde becomes curious 
about her new love. After Pandarus leavest Oriseyde alone sees 
Troilus riding bravely by on a wounded charger. She comes to 
the conclusion that it would be a pity to slay such a one, as 
excellent as is Troilus, by denying him her love. Root then 
hastens to refer the reader to stanzas. 101-116 from Book II 
from which I shall quote only the most illustrative passages, 
which Root says show "a tone of calculation, not to say casuis-
tryn.l5 
The following are chosen by me to show what I think Pro-
fessor Root means: 
And thus she seyde, ttAl were it nat to doone, 
To graunte hym love, ye, for his worhynesse, 
It were honour, 1¥ith pley and with gladnesse, 
In honestee with swich a lord to deele, 
13. Root, R.K., The Poetry of Chaucer, p. 108 
14. Loc. cit. 
15 Ibid., p. 109. 
15 
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For myn estat, and also for his heele. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Ne me to love, a wonder is it nought; 
For wel woot I myself, so God me spede, 
· Al wolde I that noon wiste of this thought 
I am oon the faireste, out of drede, 
And goodlieste, whoso taketh hede, 
And so men seyn, in al the town of Troie. 
What wonder is though he of me have joye? 
"I ·am myn owene womman, wel at ese, 
I thank it God, as after myn estat, 
Right yong, and stond unteyd in lusty leese, 
Withouten jalousie or swich debat: 
Shal noon housbonde seyn to me "chek mat!" 
For either they ben ful of jalousie, 
Or maisterfull, or loven novelrie. 
"What shall I doon? To what fyn lyve I thus? 
Shall I nat love, in cas if that me leste? 
What, par dieux! I am maught religious. 
And though that I myn herte sette at reste 
Upon this knyght, that is the worthieste, 
And kepe alwey myn honour and my name, 
By alle right, it may do me no shame." 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . ~ . . . . . . . . 
A cloudy thought gan thorugh hire soule pace, 
That thought was this: "Allas! syn I am free, 
Shofuae I now love, and put in jupartie 
My sikernesse, and thrallen libertee? 
Allas! how dorst I thenken that folie? . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ' .. b. 
How ofte tyme hath it yknowen be, 
The tresoun that to wommen hath ben do! 
To what fyn is swich love I kan nat see, 
Or wher bycomtth it, when it is ago. 
• • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • 
How bisy, if I love, ek most I be 
To plesen hem that jangle of love, and dremen, 
And coye hem, that they seye noon harm of me! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
And after that, hire thought gan for to clere, 
And seide, "He whicli that nothing undertaketh
1 Nothyng n' acheveth, be hym looth or deere. tt lt:) 
. . . 
When Oriseyde is in the garden, Antidone's song which is 
I a poem of love, helps to overthrow Oriseyde's heart, says Root, 
I 1-----
1 (in 16. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.II, lines 701-808, part), Robinson, Complete Works of Chaucer, pp. 477-479. 
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ttif she really has a heart to be conq_ueredn.l? And then Root, 
disgusted as he seems-,., says th{ilt when Pandarus brings Troilus' s 
letter to Criseyde, she ''surely is feigning~'! when she refuses 
to accept it but later even consents to answering it. To Root 
in all the above-mentioned incidents, Criseyde is impressive 
with her absolute self-assurance. He is not sparing in his 
condemnation when he remarks: 
She is always, both in soliloq_uy and in conversation 
with her uncle, complete mistress of the situation, 
every word is calculated, every step. is taken as a 
result of calm deliberation •••• 'It nedeth me ful 
sheyly for to pleye•.1 The line sums up the lady's character c~mpletely. 8 
Root calls Criseyde the unwilling_seeming one. The 
scene of intrigue by which the lovers are brought to a secret 
meeting in Pandarus's house and the plausible lie of Troilus's 
jealousy no reader will forget, nor the dramatic scene in which 
the old sinner Pandarus goes to the fireside, takes a light, 
and 'settles himself in conscious triumph to read an old ro-
mance, .while his proteges converse, and the pregnant words with 
which he takes his leave. These two scenes Root points out as 
being the important ones for portraying Criseyde as Chaucer 
conceived her to be because they were his original contribution. 
He .further belittles Criseyde when he says: 
Since Chaucer has deliberately devised these two 
seenes of Pandarus' intrigue, it was obviously his 
1?. Root, R.K., The Poetry of Chaucer, p. 110. 
18. Loc. cit. 
1? 
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purpose to give to Criseyde's fall the appearance or 
a betrayed innocence.l9 
Further, Professor Root is not even subtle in his accu-
41t sations when he says that Chaucer, in assuming ignorance of 
Criseyde's motives in accepting Pandarus's invitation to suppe."G 
does so as a delicate literary device. But if her motives were 
innocent, her actions later, he says, are 
••• as inevitable as a decree of fate. But Criseyde's 
free consent had to be won before Troilus was· brought 
to her side, and this consent would scarcely have been 
given by a lady of blameless virtue.20 
Criseyde reveals it all herself, he says, when she says to 
Troilus that had she not before this yielded herself, in truth 
she would not be there then. She is careful of her reputation, 
but at the same time careless of her honor. Referring the 
reader to Criseyde's reluctance before the final act and her 
reproach after it to carry out the illusion he says: 
she walks with a hidden smile into the trap set by 
Pandarus with such needless craft. It is Pandarus, 
and not Criseyde, who is the dupe.21 
In regar~ to her actions with Diomede, Root does not 
hesitate to express his disapproval. The thoughts of Troilus 
soon fade, he says, and her potentially sensual nature has in-
evi.tab1y deterioJrated in her relations with Troilus, so that 
to Diomede she falls a willing prey. 
19. Root, R.K., The Poetry of Chaucer, pp. lll-112. 
20. Ibid., p. 112. 
21. Ibid., p. 114. 
----- .. ~ -~-------·----
Root ends his accusations with the following: 
Broof of Chaucer's consumate skill will be found in 
the way in which he has conveyed a superficial im-
pression that his heroine is a virtuous woman se-
duced by treachery, and then has in the sequel 
shocked and surprised us by her ready yielding to 
Diomede, all the while giving in his narrative the 
true interpretation, which shall ·resolve all seeming 
inconsistency.22 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Moreover, any moral indignation which we may be 
inclined to feel against Pandarus as the betrayer of 
his own niece, is softened as we begin to realize 
that Criseyde is a willing victim if she is indeed to 
be thought of as a victim at all.23 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Still more effective is the spectacle of an intriguer. 
9 ~ • exerting the highest endeavors of his intriguing 
genius to seduce a woman, who needs no seduction~ and 
who is all the time complete mistress of the situation~ 24 
In conclusion, in the way of summary, it is not necessarY! 
to say much more than that Professor Root condemns Criseyde for 
her deliberation and calculation. In her actions and speeches 
!j he sees her as a calculator with clever intriguing foresight. 
To him Criseyde is always cool and clear-headed because she 
knows. what's to come and is trying to bring the plans to com-
pletion. 
COOK 
Professor Albert S. Cook made studies along the same 
lines as did Profes~or Root, but long before his time; and he 
22. Root, R.K., The Poet~y of--Chaucer, p. 115. 
23. Ibid., p. 120. 
24. Ibid., p. 122. 
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has, I think, very much influenced the latter. In his article, 
I ffThe Character of Criseyde", published in the Publications of 
the Modern Language Association, which was prompted to investi-
II gation by him by the students in one of his Chaucer classes who 
claimed to see deterioration of the heroine after her departure 
for the Greek camp in the Troilus and Criseyde, he seems to 
want to prove that there was no deterioration after her depar-
r 
ture from Troy, but that there was inherent in her a deteriora-
II ted nature. 
I 
I 
I 
He says that in Benoit de Sainte More's story, Briseida 
I· is the I:tsy:non~ for perfidy and treasontt who represents "the 
I coquetry of love, its graces, its diplomacy, its deceptions". 
In this story, Cook says that the heroine uncovers her charact-
er by dressing in her richest garments when she leaves Troy -
obviously for purposes of attracting someone on the way. Cook 
j! continues about Benoit's heroine's clearly cale1j{lated sever.i-
ties and the adroitness of her feminine coquetry. Benoit was 
not in sympathy with his heroine, but Boccaccio in his Filas-
1 trato portrays his relations with Maria, who was beautiful, of 
\ good breeding, but of lax principles. His heroine was a pas-
1 sionate and sensual woman - a widow - who easily passed from 
1 one amour to anot~er, and who knew, and admitted, that love 
easily won was not so precious. It has been necessary to pre-
sent the above seemingly irrelevant information, because, says 
Cook, the same principles are condensed in Chaucer's Criseyde. 
nature of his heroine was known to antiquity, it is so with-
20 
===fl::=-------= 
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1 out a doubt. That Chaucer's Criseyde virtually represents Boc-l 
• 
caccio's shameless, sensual, self-indulgent, and heartless 
heroine is evident to Professor Cook • 
Turning then to Chaucer's poem, Cook shows how his 
Criseyde manifests the same characteristics, and says 
here is a simple, innocent maiden for the nonce; but 
we know well ~hat she was not a maiden, but already a 
widow when Calchas fled from Troy, old enough, though 
Chaucer cannot tell her age, to have three nieces, 
apparently grown-up girls, as companions, and cool 
.of head, though sufficiently warm of heart.25 
As far as her coolness of head is concerned, Cook's con-
victions are strong. He says that she herself says so: 
"But certes, I am. naught so nyce a wight 
That I ne kan ymaginen a wey 
To come ayeyn that day that I have hight.26 
Also when she visited Troilus at his bedside in Deiphobus's 
house 
Criseyde al this aspied wel ynough, 
For she was wis, ••• 27 
These above quoted lines plus her quiet, cool thoughts 
at the beginning when she thought, ttit nedeth me .1\'a.l sleyly for 
to pleyett are clear examples of her deliberation and calculatio 
says Cook. Also, he says that a truer revelation of these 
characteristics of Criseyde is found in her long soliloquy where 
25. AlbertS. Cook, ttThe Character of Criseyde", Publica-41t- tions of the Modern Language Association, XXII, p. 542. 
26. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.IV, lines 1625-
1627, Robinson, Complete Works of Chaucer, pp. 538-539. 
27 Ibid., Bk.III, lines 85-86, p. 493. 
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we see her "both amorous and circumspect. Such she is at the 
beginning and such also she remains to the. end". 28 
Cook expresses an entirely new aspect of Criseyde's 
character when he says that she was dressed in black, not only 
because she was a widow in mourning, but because her shrewdness 
had taught her that it was becoming to blondes. He also main-
tains that as Criseyde stood.in the temple, she had a haughty 
air, and, therefore stood off to the side. "In manner she is 
the society woman of that periodff .29 
1 Professor Cook condemns her for being the pretender that 
I he says she is, 
I 
II 
First, he says that she pretends not to know 
what Troilus seeks of her, and then, after learning from him, 
she still pretends the same thing with Diomede. She is shown 
by this alone to be a schemer and a calculator, says Cook. She 
enjoys long wooings, he says, and from the beginning she has 
known, or at least calculated that it be so, that she would be 
giving herself to Troilus, and she admits it to him. 
TTNe hadde I er now, my wete herte deere, 
11 Ben yold, ywis, I were now nought heere~u30 
11 Professor Cook truly believes in her moral laxness! 
On the very day that Criseyde was to return to Troilus, 
28. Cook, A.B. , HThe Character o:f Criseyde", PMLA, XXII, 
p. 543. 
29. Ibid., p. 544. 
30. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 1210-
Robinson, Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 508 
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She asks him to stay. They talk, and then she serves him. spice 
and wine. She meant th.e wine to stir Diomede to amatory pas-
sion, says Cook. "It is evident that Criseyde knew how to woo 
under the guise of being wooed1t. 31 
herself who pronounced her own doom. 
To give a very brief summary, it is not necessary to say 
much more than that Professor Cook condemned Chaucer's heroine 
by calling her etn adventuress and a schemer. He says her acts 
are deliberate, and with a hope of culmination. in the: final act 
desired by Troilus, she plans her actions accordingly - to her 
best interests. Her nature is that of moral laxness, which 
prompted her doings. Cook also says that as Boecaccio's heroin 
I was sensual and passionate, so was Chaucer's, and so she was to 
, 1 the end. 
I 
DODD 
In ~913 Dodd wrote Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, 
the very title of which states his conception9 He says: 
For a correct appreciation of Chaucer's genius, 
as exhibited in his great love poem, the Troilus and 
Criseyde, a knowledge of the nature of the love there-
in treated and of the limitations within which the 
31. Cook, A.S., ttThe Character of Criseyde", P:MLA, XXII, 
p. 547. 
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poet, voluntarily or involuntarily, worked, is par-
ticularly necessary. Only with such a knowledge can 
the character and actions of the personages of the 
poem be understoode ••• Troilus and his lady ••• 
belong to the appropriate rank in society, they are 
treated as courtly lovers. The most casual reading 
of the poem shows this.32 
The courtly code says that love ennobles-one's nature, 
and that it ought to be resisted and 
A doctrine prominent in Andreas's work is that a woman 
is responsible for the love her beauty arouses and she 
cannot justifiably refuse to grant her favor.33 
And so it was with Criseyde, says Dodd. For it is this 
point that Pandarus argues on with both Troilus and Criseyde, 
and they both recognize it, says Dodd • .Also, a familiar prin-
ciple of the code is that love received too easily is not to be 
valued. Hence Criseyde's actions. Further principles of the 
code as interpreted by Dodd are, for example, that love was 
to be deprecated, in paramours natural and requisite. This is 
shown in Criseyde's words 
11Shal noon housbonde seyn to me 11 chek matt n 
For either they ben ful of jalousi~ 
Or maisterfull, or loven novelrie. 4 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . ~ . . . ~ . . . . . . 
11Ek al my wo is this, that folk now us en 
To seyn right thus, 'Ye, jalousie is lovet:.1 
And wolde a busshel venym al excusen, . 
For that a greyn of love is on it shove.35 
32. William George Dodd, Courtly Love in Chaucer and 
Gower, p. 129. 
33. Ibid., p. 131. 
34. Chaucer, Troilus·and Criseyde, Bk.II, lines 754-
?56, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 478. 
35. Ibid., Bk.III, lines 1023-1026, p. 506. 
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The doctrine of service as found in the code, is shown 
. . 
to be operative in this poem very clearly by the actions of 
A Troilus, who also at the same. time assume~ the required atti-
W 
e. 
tude of humility. Further - as required - Troilus places his 
lady in a place of superiority, and she similarly takes on a 
cold and indifferent air. 
The courtly love doctrine most prominent in the 
Troilus is perhaps th~ doctrine of secrecy. The im-
portance attached to this idea is, of course, due to 
the nature of the love treated in the poem ••• love 
which was in essence sensual. The demand for secrecy 
was a real one. It needs no argument, of course, to 
prove the sensual element in the love of Troilus and 
"(]riseyde for each.other.36 
That ·P.andarus, and Troilus also, knew to what end the affair 
jr tended, Dodd says is obvious. 
II 
Here Dodd shows that 
Mister Root misses the point entirely when he re-
marks 'One feels that Pandarus has seduced him (Troi-
lus) quite as much as he has Criseydet•37 
1 He goes further to state that Criseyde knew also, but she was 
II not a bad girl for going ahead because Chaucer is here dealing 
with love par amours. The characters, therefore, are in har-
mony as far as their conceptions of right and wrong go in hu-
1\ 
'I 
II 
man relations. Then Dodd says that the characters are 
•• ·.clearly working within the limits imposed by the 
principles and conventions· of the system; and only by 
recognizing this fact can we understand the spirit of 
the poem.38 
36. Dodd, W.G., Courtl! Love in Chaucer and Gower, p. 
37. Ibid.' p. 136. 
38. Ibid., p. 13'7. 
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Criseyde's urgent pressing f~r the need of secrecy in order to 
protect her name, Dodd~says, is indicative of the fact that she 
realized that ultimately she must yield fully to Troilus. Her 
crime was not in her yielding to Troilus, but in her unfaith-
fulness to him. The ennobling power of her love is to us illi-
cit, says Dodd,·but not so when explained by the code in ques-
tion. 
Clearly she is not to be blamed for what is a part 
of the system. On the other hand, constancy was a 
cardinal principle of courtly love, and in giving her 
love to Diomede she was sinning against the religion 
of which she was an adherent.39 
Dodd makes the following remark, very revealing of his 
personal conception of her: 
As a wife she had lost the bloom of her virgin inno-
cence, and in a perfectly legitimate way she knew 
things that as an unmarried woman she would not be 
expected to know, and would have no business knowing.40 
Dodd, therefore, starts out with a heroine who is not innocent, 
but fully conscious of what is expected of her if she deeides 
to love Troilus. If she yields, however, he points out clearly 
that she will be within the bounds of courtly love. To prowe 
that she is not calculating he uses the folloWing arguments •. 
In the first place, in the conversation with Pandarus in which 
he first tells her of Troilus's love, Pandarus is sly and skill-
ful, and she re-alizes his design, but decides to feel what he 
39. Dodd,W.G., Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, p. 160. 
40. Loc. cit. 
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means. Dodd maintains that here she is cool-headed, but not 
coolly calculating. When Pandarus :frightens· her by saying that 
both he and Troilus would die if she were not to consent to 
give her love, Dodd believes that she is in truth effectually 
frightened. Also, when Criseyde says that it needs her full 
slyly to play, she is reasoning, pru~ent, and careful of her 
actions, and still cool-headed, says Dodd. Further, that she 
is showing here one of her most admirable traits, "the ability 
and willingness to look at facts in the face".4l After Pan-
darus leaves, ~he excitement of a new love begins to awaken in 
her. She soldloquizes long, going over the pros and cons o:f 
the affair in a remarkable manner. Says Dodd: 
If Criseyde had been an ultra-romantic maiden, the 
thought of being loved by a king's son might easily 
have set her heart in a flutter, and might have made 
her forget or neglect very practical considerations. 
But she was not a maiden; she had already heen wooed 
and won. Shali we call her 'calculating' because she 
weighs every side of this important question? Why 
not rather call her wise?42 
This soliloquy Dodd considers to be the poet's revelation o:f 
the character of Criseyde; 
We must answer for Criseyde that there is no reason 
for her not granting him her love, and every reason 
for her doing so, if we decide the question from the 
only fair point of view, - that of the couxtly love 
ideas. One line of this soliloquy should not be lost 
sight o:f. The poet is care:ful to have her say, when 
she is considering her physical charms, "Al wolde I 
41. Dodd,W.G., Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, p. 160. 
42. Ibid., p. 164. 
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that noon wiste of this thoughttt. 43 
It is absolutely wrong to judge her as immodest and brazen. 
She is amorous, not sens-aal, says Dodd, and there's an element 
in her nature which attracts her to the opposite sex (this is 
natural in women), and also she is not sentimental, (she's a 
foil to Troilus) which is so clearly sho1~ by her refusal to be 
swept off her feet as any too rGmantic woman would .have been. 
She puts her wits to work with her uncle. 
Then, at Deiphobus's house when she is at Troilus's bed-
side, she further reveals her character, "for she was wys" with 
the blushing Troilus, knowing of his feelings and desires. This 
states Dodd, is true of feminine nature. She is cool and col-
lected all the time, and when she accepts his service, it is 
she who puts forth the stipulations. True to the courtly code, 
she has not made agreements easily or granted her love without 
a lot of encouragement. She enters the love affair vdth her 
eyes open. When once she decides to give Troilus her love, 
she knows when she is with Troilus at Pandarus's house the night 
of the big rain what she would be doing. And when she says, 
Dodd, but 
••• we must remember once more that in making her-
self a party to the transactions of thiDa~night she 
43. Dodd,W.G., Courtly Love in Chaueer and Gower, p. 164. 
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I is doing nothing wrong according to the courtly ideas. Her honor has received no stain. Only by judging her 
and her actions by standards which have no place in 
the story, can we up to this point make her out a bad 
woman. She is amorous, and the poet intended to rep-
resent her so; not cold and hard-hearted, but fond of 
men and at the same time conscious of the power of her 
beauty and wit over them.44 
Further, Dodd says that from the time the heroine learns 
of the plan of exchange of prisoners to the day of her depar-
ture, there is no change in her character. She shows her woman1 
ly wit with Troilus, and Dodd believes that she is honest. She 
really plans to so handle her father that she will be able to 
return to Troy; up to this point she is true and faithful. It 
is not until she lands in the Greek camp that she runs into dif-
11 ficul ties. In the first place, her efforts to hoodwink her 
I 
I 
father fail, ~d also Diomede begins to woo her from the first 
day. Her plans were thrown to the winds by powers other than 
herself. It was on the tenth day that Diomede persuades her 
that Troy ~rould surely be doomed and that it would be unwise 
for anyone to go back to it. She 'then"'.-decides to stay regard-
less of Troilus, but Criseyde is not to be conceived with a 
_lover, says Dodd. And so she consents to Diomede's desires wit 
both her eyes open - deliberately yet sorrowfully, knowing 
.exactly what she's doing~ This time she has done a great wrong; 
I although it was :perfectly 
1 so with Diomede. 
all right to succumb to Troilus, not 
1----
44. Dodd,W,.q., Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, :p. 172. 
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In the latter, she commits a definite and a heinous 
offense against that code. It is well to note that 
Criseyde herself realized the enormity of the offense 
••• her sole sin was this particular, definite false-
ness in love, and it was this which caused her remorse.45 
In brief, Dodd explains all of Criseyde's actions in 
accordance with the courtly code of love, saying that each is 
perfectly all right and free of condemnation, excepting her 
:final doings with Diomede, which showed her falseness to Troi-
lus. She was amorous, beautiful, cool-headed, and thoughtful, 
and carried out her actions to her best ability in conjunction 
with the conventions of the day. Her nature does not deterior-
ate; there are forces other than herself which cause her sole 
sin. The prime matter o:f consideration in accepting Doddts 
views is a knowledge of the code he interprets the poem by. He 
surely uses it as a code to explain the characters of Chaucer's 
poem. 
KITTREDGE 
In 1915 George Lyman Kittredge of Harvard University 
I wrote Chaucer and His Poetry, in which he says that everywhere 
in the Troilus and Criseyde we find the idea of a compelling 
destiny. He says that Criseyde was a 
weak woman, "tendre-herted, slyding of corage" •••• 
There is no excuse but destiny, and destiny, though 
175. 
~. Dodd, W.G., Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, 
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irresistible, cannot be pleaded even in extenuation.46 
Professor Kittredge feels sure that Chaucer himself 
would extenuate Criseyde's guilt, excuse her entirely, or do 
I whatever he could, for sheer pity for "so mightily is he stir-
1' red by Cressida's guilt".47 
I 
. I 
I 
.I 
II 
'i 
II 
·Everywhere in the poem the idea of Fate predominates, 
says Kittredge, and he uses the following to prove his point: 
ttBut swich is love, and ek myn aventuren48 
poem 
The above shows Criseyde's o~m method of moralizing. ~ 
However, Kittredge also proclaims that Chaucer based his 
to a large extent on the courtly code of love. He explai 
Criseyde 1 s actions by the code- all in perfect accordance with 
its principles; we must accept the convention before we try to 
interpret the character of. his heroine, he says. This conven-
tion i~ only the costume of emotion of th~ day. 
Kittredge's conception of Chaucer's heroine can best be 
expressed in his own words: 
Cressida is as lifelike as Boccaccio's heroine, but 
far more complex. Griselda is elemental: her emotions 
are· simple and straightforward, and involve nciFprob-
lems. But Cressida is marvellously subtilized, baf-
fling alike to us and to herself• Quite as amorous as 
her•prototype, she is of a finer nature, and has depths 
of tender affection that no Griselda could fathom. Her 
love for Troilus begins in that vague feeling of in-
46. George Lyman Kittredge, Chaucer and his Poetr!, p.ll3 
47. Loc. cit. 
48. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.II, line 742, 
Robinson, ed., Complete WOrks of Chaucer, p. 478 • 
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terest, wit4 a touch of sentiment, which is the natu-
ral reflex· of his love for her. Then, at the moment 
of destiny, he rides by her window, returning from 
battle, with the sears of conflict on his shield and 
helmet, amid the shouts of the exultant throng •••• 
Something stirs in her soul, - too indistinct for ex-
pression, even in thought. It is still sentiment, 
not: passion; but it affects her strangely, so that she 
asks herself in gentle wonder, "Am I under a spell?"49 
I 
Kittredge is positive that Criseyde did not fall in love 
with Troilus all in a moment. And again it is best to use his 
own expression: 
Slowly, almost insensibly, under the sweet in~luenees 
of the stars in their courses, sentiment develops into 
tender and passionate love$ The passion is inconsis-
tent; it shifts from Troilus to Diomede: but the ten-
derness knows neither chance nor change. This soft-
ness of affection is, in truth, the secret of Ores-
aida's enduring eharm.50 
It is Criseyde who proclaims her own unfaithfulness in 
the poem, and infinite is the p"athos of her valediction. Her 
own heart has been deceitful, yet· spe cannot q_ui te despair! 
Says Kittredge "She has youth and beauty, and Diomede is a 
gallant knight n. 51 
' .. The confusion about Criseyde' s character is aroused by 
failure to grasp the principles of the courtly code of love, by 
the principles of which there was nothing wrong in Crfuseyde's 
yielding to Troilus. On the other hand, it was a meritorious 
action. : "Her sin consisted solely in her unfaithfulness, in 
4~. Kittredge,G.L., Chaucer and His Poetry, pp. 126-12?. 
50. Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
51. Ibid., p. 129. 
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j forsaking him for Diomede" e 52 
li Kittredge says there can be not even the slightest doubt 
4lt on this point. He is convinced that Criseyde was a courtly 
code character, for she did not scorn her suitor, but regarded 
his passion as entitling him to consideration. Her self-res-
pect made her distant, cold, and even cruel, and she did not 
yield too easily, but returned her lover's love after he proved 
his fitness. Criseyde knew the code, and her thoughts, words, 
and actions are all projected on this backgrounde Her surren-
der is conscious and v~luntary, 
For she is neither ignorant nor unsophistfucated. 
The dialect of chivalric love is as familiar to her 
as it is to Pandarus, and she is never cajoled by her 
uncle's high-flying phrases. To regard her as an 
innocent girl, basely tricked by a perfidious go-be-
tween, is to misconceive both the situation and the 
dramatis personae. • • .Cressida, though soft-hearted 
and of a pliant disposition, is an uncommonly clever 
woman, and she is mistress of her own actions. Cer-
tainly she is in no sense the victim of a plot •••• 
She .glories in her love, and her happiness is un-
clouded by regret. Shame and repentance ~~uld have 
been unintelligible termse53 
She acted in accordance with her ~ code, says Kitt-
redge. She's not a victim, neither is she a scheming adven-
turess. She looks at every proposition from more than one point 
of view - an excellent characteristic to combine with her femi-
nine charm. Kittredge credits her with "excellent mental ha-
bits" for this. He says further: 
52. Kittredge, G.L., Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 130. 
53. Ibid.' p. 132. 
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When she turns her mind to these considerations of · 
his: rank and her own precarious position as the 
daughter of a traitor, she is merely seeking to justi-
fy to her reason the interest she is beginning to feel 
in her gallant lover, - for she knows full well that 
it may ripen· into love.54 
The conception of Criseyde's selfishness in regard to 
her personal interests, Kittredge says rests upon a strange 
misunderstanding. Also, he says that he offers a flat denial 
to the idea that Criseyde's character degeneratescsuddenly in 
the latter part of the poem. In the first place, he points ou~ 
there has been no sin, and in the second place, there is no in-
consistency or unsteadiness in the portrayal of her character, 
. 
for 
as Cressida is at the beginning such is she to the end; 
amorous, gentle, affectionate, and charming altogether, 
but fatally impressionable and yielding. Her strength 
of will is no match for her inconstant heart.55 
And then, so as not to alter Kittredge's final inter-
pretation, it will be necessary to quote him exactly again: 
This ef'fect of complex unity in Cressida•s character 
is heightened, with extraordinary subtlety, by a trait 
which I almost fear to touch, lest I blur· its deli-
cate clearness with a critics clumsy finger. It is 
the trait of religious skepticism. Her father is 
Ap9llo's priest but she has scant reverence for his 
sacred office, and little faith in the revelations 
that the deity vouchsafes. Oracles, ·she protests, 
I
I -
I 
are ambiguous always; the gods speak ever in crafty 
double meanings, telling 20 lies for one truth. Per-
haps there are no gods at all, save those that shape 
themselves in the dark corners of man's timid soul •• 
• .I am very anxious not to be misunderstood. This is I 
54. K:h_ttredge, G.L., Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 133. 
I 55. Ibid. ' p. 135. 
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doubt not dogma. Cressida is fighting with fate, not 
laying down the law. Torn from her lover by external 
forces that she cannot resist, she swears to return, 
in vows that "shake the throned godstt, ·but it is not 
to the gods that she trusts her exigency.56 
Kittredge, then, conceives of Criseyde as a product of 
1 
the courtly code of love, very much predominated by fate. He 
II says she's neither a victim nor a scheming adventuress, nor is 
she selfish nor does she deteriorate. 
YOUNG 
goes further than some in trying to emphasize to his readers 
that the poem is based on the courtly code of love. He believes 
that investigation into this has not ~early been exhausted. 
Firstly, ~e carefully explains why the role of Pandarus is per-
fectly legitimately conceived and based on principles of the 
code in consideration. Although the code says definitely that 
lovers and their relations according to its principles must be 
absolutely secret, an intemmediary like Pandarus is not a vio-
lation to these stipulations. However, the code draws the line 
here; there must be but one intermediary of this type. To state 
in his words, ttthe f'rieiW.ly-intermediary of' literary amours. • 
.is a legalized agent in the system of courtly love».57 Here 
56. Kittredge ,G.L., Chaucer and His Poetry, pp. 135-136. 
57. Karl Young, "Aspects of the Story of Troilus and Criffi 
eyde", Univ. of Wisconsin Studies, No.2, p. 372. 
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Young shows that not only from a consideration :particularly of 
Criseyde alone is the :poem justifiably interpretable by the 
medieval code. 
Secondly, he_ here treats the :place of Criseyde, using 
the code mentioned again, to strengthen the conception .of her 
as a result of understanding the code. He says that Andreas 
in the code recognizes am:pl'y - also that it approves of - the 
adulterous amours of-married women ~s well as of wido1ns. Young 
convinces the reader that Boccaccio chose to have a widow for 
his heroine rather than a maid because he felt-that the ideal 
. 
attributes of a good love affair were more completely :present 
in her makeup. There is a note in the De Araore of the length 
of a widow's mourning :period - yes, mention, but not a definite 
statement. All~ that is said is that this :period 'is short, mere 
ly long enough for the quieting of the nturbatis sanguinis" in 
the widow. Then she is not only free to receive a lover, but 
I most likely needs one for the healing· satisfaction of love. In 
I 
this respect Criseyde fulfills the requirements of the code. 
As f'ar as having children is conc:e:lE.ned, Boccaccio' s heroine has 
, had some, qut Chaucer, on the other hand, :@ystifies us with 
But whether that she children hadde or noonA 
I rede it nought, ther~ore I lete it goon.5b 
I Andreas does not consider the matter of' maternal obligations~ 
4ll Criseyde is still within the bounds of' the courtly code. It 
-----
58. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lines 132-133, 
Robinson, ed., Complete Works of' Chaucer, :p. 455. 
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goes without saying that Young perceives o~ her as a truly good 
--
example o~ a woman conceived o~ 1by the :principles o~ the code. 
II In saying the following about the poem as a .whole, he gives us 
I 
I 
·I 
his view of Criseyde as a product o:f the code. 
In minimizing the sheer ,physical :passion of his 
heroine, he (Chaucer) has actually enhanced her court-
ly station. On the other ~and, in suppressing her 
erotic insistence upon the ~urtive aspect of her in-
dulgence, Chaucer deliberately removes ~rom his :poem 
. a :palpable element o~ courtly love. This particular 
relaxation of the courtly c:ode, however, is not to be 
interpreted as indicating a substantial or :pervasive 
renunciation ~o~ the courtly: t;vadition, ~or it can be 
shown abundantly that in t4e essential circumstances 
and behavior of his heroine, Chaucer maintains and en-
hances the elements of cour~tly love iir:hherE?nt in the 
poem of his predecessor.59 · 
Chaucer does not bestow physical passion on his heroine 
\ 
as does Boccaccio, says Young. :rhe code, in one of its dictums, 
imposes strenuous restraint upon sensuality and goes so :far as 
to deny love to the voluptuous. , Hence, when Criseyde's :passion 
exceeds moderation, it condemns itself. The code states that 
love i:a :fatal if the union is unimpeded, and the necessity for 
secrecy helps to fulfill this requirement. Both requirements 
are fulfilled by Criseyde. 
Chaucer's disavowal of the love in the poem is prompted 
by the amorous principles included in the poem; for he ends by 
directing the reader away ~rom t~e code to religious piety. By 
this we are able to deduce that Chaucer really renounced Cris-
59. Young, K., "Aspects of the Story of Troilus and Cris-
eydett, Univ. of Wisconsin Studies, No.2, p. 394. 
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eyde and all her actions and thoughts, although they were all 
acceptallle by the laws or the co'de. I:r we are to in-ter this we 
4t must not be able to believe that Chaucer "felt for Criseyde with 
the pity some say he did; at least, so says Young. 
I 
I 
.I 
To be brief, then, Karl Young ·surely states that Cris-
eyde was- a product of the code of courtly love, and that her 
actions were justi"fiable as interpreted by it, but that Chaucer 
renounced her and the code at the end or his masterpiece. 
BULLETT 
Gerald Bullett states that Criseyde was selfish. His 
article in the New Statesman is short, but expressive in his 
vindication. He proceeds by :stating that 
• • .nothing concerning this seductive creature, sym-
bol of feminine witchery and feminine inconstancy, can 
be quite barren of interest to those who feel them~. 
selves to be, in one respect at least, potential Troi-
luses.60 
AB is here plain to see he does not sympathize with her actions, 
and at the same time seems to be throwing stones at the "female 
half of the human beings in general. He wants to say that "for 
future lovers it would be a good idea to take into consideration 
"the double sorwe of Troilus".. In no manner is he sparing in 
his discrimination. He says that she is worth knowing - if just 
to learn a lesson from. 
60. Gerald Bullett, "The Fortunes of Cress ida", The New 
Statesman, XXI, p. 361. 
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Briseida becomes Uressida; Cressida becomes Criseyde· 
. ' and w1th each change she becomes better worth knowing. 
She has now an ingenious innocence that she :fo·r.merly 
lacked. Frailty, nof wantonness, is the cause o:f her 
ultimate treachery.6 
He continues condemning her, and it is not necessary :for the 
reader to hear more o:f his words than the :following: 
With Henryson remains the honor o:f having said the. 
last word about Cressida and who could wish her a 
fairer epitaph.62 
It must be remembered that Henryson had her utterly doomed, a 
leper begging in the streets, at the end of Testament of Cres-
seid. To Bullett this type of punishment and reversal of cir-
cumstances was nothing but the proper thing. Her selfishness 
was the cause of her seeming prosperity, and also the tempter 
ot her into adversity. Bullett calls her selfishly inclined in 
her every act and thought. To conclude, he thinks of her as 
a bad and cruel girl. 
/ 
LIDOUIS 
( . The Frenchman, Emile Legou1s, published his Geoffrey 
Chaucer in 1928 in which he explains his views on Criseyde along 
with other conceptions of Chaucer and of his characters. He is 
a believer o:f Criseyde's innocence, saying that Boccaceio's in-
toxicating atmosphere of voluptuousness made Chaucer :feel ill 
1---! 61. Bullett, G., 11The Fortunes o:f Cressidatt, The New 
Statesman, XXI, p. 362~ 
62. Ibid., p. 363. 
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1 at ease and there.by led to a natural modification of the story, 
mo·stly a modification of the heroine. He states it· thus: 
The heroine in Chaucer is also a widow, whom he calls 
C.riseyde, but he endows her with a freshness and in-
nocence which are not to be found in Boccaccio. Al-
though she falls in love with Troilus rather suddenly, 
she is genuinely virtuous and can resist her feelings.63 
Criseyde, he says, is torn between duty and love, be-
tween her desire for a virtuous life and the call to passion, 
which is all brought about by, firstly, Pandarus's mention of 
Troilus's love, and secondly, by the passionate ballad of love 
sung by Antigone which sets her dreaming of love, and thirdly, 
to his deceit, and also her pity for poor Troilus breaks down 
her resistance. That her modesty was affected is absolutely 
I • 
not true, thinks Legou1s, for, he says, her very nature is that 
of fresh innocence. 
Not only has he failed to give her betrayal an appear-
ance of truth, but he has bestowed on the young widow 
a maiden's candour, thus rendering the character at 
once charming and inconsistent. And further, Criseyde 
being such a. pure heroine, the character of Pandarus 
becomes necessarily more repulsive.64 
Then he continues to show that it was Pandarus who sets the trap 
/ . 63. Emile Hyacinthe Legou1s, Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 126. 
64. Ibid., p. 12?. 
• 
for the "chaste Criseydett, a.n.d she becomes his vietim. He care-
fully plans to have her come to his house for supper the night 
of the rain - (some call it fated - Legouis does not) - and 
later invites her. for the whole night. Then he proceeds to pro 
duce Troilus, brings him to Criseyde's bedside, and does not 
leave the· room until he has urged them both on to the point of 
suren.ess of the success of his plot. Pandarus brings about her 
/ fall by his wiles, says Legouis. 
To sum up the Frencbman' s views, all we need say is that 
he cannot blame Criseyde, the innocent one, for being the vic-
tim of the deceit and wiles .of a clever old uncle. Troilus -
bashful; Criseyde - innoeentt 
HADOW 
Grace Eleanor Hadow state's \that Criseyde is an innocent 
little girl, and that regardless of ourselves, we find ourselves I 
pi tying her and feeling sorry for her because of the advantage 
taken of her by her uncle. She believes, however, that Chaucer 
I has--used the court~y code, and because of its principles he has 
I 
11 made the unnecessary mystery by the lovers and their endless 
I I difficulties to be in keeping with the spirit of the age. Stil~· 
I he shows such a skil)- in characterization that we forget their 
I difficulties, she says, 
Cressida, while she too has much in common with the 
conventional heroine of romance, has much that is 
peculiarly her own. She is beautiful and tender, and 
clinging as a heroine should be, but her shallow little 
41 
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character has an individuality or its own.65 
Interesting to note is the fact that later she says: "Pandarus I 
angles for Cressida, and plays her as a skilful fisherman 
a trout". 66 
I plays i 
Chaucer transformed Boccaccio's mature and voluptuous 
widow into a more complex and understanding, and less sensual 
one, but Miss Hadow seems to think that Chaucer made her a 
tender young thing Tfwhose youth and inexperience appeal to our 
pity ana_ make it impossible to judge her harshly''. 6? To show 
more clearly to the reader her conception of Criseyde, Miss 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
Hadow gives the idea that she is a young and inexperienced gir~~ 
selfishly inclined. She watches out for her own happiness, due' 
to her youth, of course. And as for her repentance at the end 
of the book 
••• if such it can be called - is no more than a 
momentary discomfort at the thought that she has 
caused Troilus pain and that unkind things are likely 
to be said of her.68 
Miss Hadow feels strongly about Criseydets youth. She says 
that we realize Criseyde's physical and mental nature by the 
atmosphere created by Chaucer rather than by his description. 
She says: 
65. Grace Eleanor Hadow, Chaucer and His Times, p .. ??. 
66. Ibid., p. 108 .. 
67. Ibid., p .. ?7 .. 
68. Ibid., p. 103. 
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We hear the nightingale singing her ~o sleep, or 
watch her colour come and go as Troilus draws near, 
and our mind is·so filled with an image of youth and 
beauty that we never stop to think if she is fair or 
dark. 59 
She ca~ot seem to offer Criseyde much that is commendable, and 
over and over she insists on giving the idea of Chaucer's subt-
lety of treatment of her. She calls her lovable and fickle at 
the ame time, and says that she is simple enough to believe 
her ncle Pandarus when he tells her all the things he does. 
Yet, let it be noticed that she '(Miss Hadow) offered also the 
follrwing: 
That she is no vulgar coquette is shown by her igno-
1 ranee of Troilus's passion, apparently he spends his 
whole time in the temple gazing at her, but there is 
no mistaking the sincerity of her unselfconsciousness 
and surprise when Pandarus tells her of her lover's 
plight. • • .No wonder she finally yields herself to 
her lover's passionate wooing when Pandarus tricks her 
into coming to see,him.70 
(I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
It took a woman to call the scene in which the noble wo-1 
I men of the town came to bid Criseyde farewell and mistake her 
tears of sorrow as compliments to themselves one of the most 
delig?tful pictures in the story. Miss Hadow believes Cris-
eyde's sorrow to be sincere, but she says: 
And yet in her ~e~y sorrow we see her weakness. vVhen 
Pandarus first tried to move her pity, she had yielded, 
not solely out of compassion but also because she was 
a~raid of what mdght be said o~ her i~ any harm came 
to Troilus •••• The same strain of selfishness mani-
fests itself now. Cressida is incapable of being 
swept away by a great passion. She has a cat-like 
69. Hadow, G.E., Chaucer and His Times, p. 184. 
70. Ibid., pp. 111-112. 
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so~tness and daintiness and charm, a eat's readiness 
to attach herself to the person she is with at the 
moment, and a eat's adaptability to circumstances.7l 
At the supplications of Troilus after she has been or-
dered by Parliament to be exchanged for Antenor, the captive of 
the Greeks, O'riseyde, says Miss Hadow, 
is uncapable of exposing herself to any danger or in-
convenience for her lover's sake ••• she hesitates at 
the thought of difficulty •••• To sueh souls tomorrow 
never comes, and it is no surprise to find her before 
long yielding to Diomede's entreaties, as she had for-
merly yielded· to those of Troilus.72 
Criseyde, in whom ttOhaucer had :painted a -woman of the 
butterfly typen, '73and who would always :rollow the lines of 
least resistance and inconvenience, has something child-like 
I.
II 
I 
e.bou t her , says Miss He. dow, e.nd we :t'o rgi ve her in s:pi te o :r our- i i 
selves. In short, Miss Hadow considers her to be a selfishly !\ 
I 
inclined youth, inexperienced and lovable, whose shallow na- I 
ture has a peculiar individuality. Here is a woman's view:pointil 
CHESTERTON 
Chesterton is interesting to study mostly for the errors 
he makes in his evaluations and statements of proposed facts. 
Fo.r a person making an extensive stud.y of Chaucer, Chesterton 1 s 
convictions axe often blows between the eyes. Merely from his 
text on Troilus and.Criseyde, as I shall present it, one can 
71. Hadow, G.E., Chaucer and His Times, pp. 114-115. 
72. Ibid., pp. 115-116. 
73. Ibid., p. 136. 
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get a taste o:f the nature o:f his book. I shall now turn to 
Chesterton. Of Criseyde he says: 
She is only the corruption of the name of somebody 
else, who is entirely dif:ferent. And yet this walk-
ing misquotation walks the world as a more living 
creature than most legendary :figures quoted in the 
highest authority; this talking typographical error 
not only talks to us, in an animated manner, in an 
unmistakably human voice, but also with a new voice 
that strikes a new note iri human history •••• Cris-
eyde is a Christian creation because she is a minx; 
and a minx is the product of the culture o:f Christen-
dom. 74 
I 
i 
I 
I 
Continuing aQout this "misquotation", he says that while Bri- j 
seis was a very passive instrument o:f fate, Criseyde was a very I 
\ 
I 
active example of the abuse of free will. And 
Briseis is blameless because she is blind. Cressida 
is even false, in order to show that she is free. • • 
because Cressida was something more than beautiful, 
was something of what men have come to call ro:mantice 
because she was willful and mysterious and incal- ' 
culable, Diomede is wounded and Troilus is slain; th~ 
bards lament, reproaching not Jove, but Criseyde.75 
Chesterton seems to want to imply that Chaucer pitied 
Criseyde as a character, and that we should too. O:f Chaucer's 
attitude (an adoptable one for us, Chesterton thinks) toward 
Criseyde, he says: 
There was a mystical medieval element in all this 
tragedy, or bitter comedy about false love. It 
might also be translated into theological language 
as a sense of the insecurity of the souls of others. 
• • • I know that Chaucer does once in a sort o~ 
noble weakness, snatch at a sort of fatalism as an 
excuse of his behavior; chie:fly because he cannot 
74. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Chaucer and His Poetry, p.l4lj 
75. Ibid., p. 142. 
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really think of any other excuse. He is heart-broken 
about it, but this does not alter the new universal 
tone of moralizing about love. It is not fanciful to 
see something of a new spirit, even the spiritual 
sense, in this closer vigilance touching the prob-
lems of a weak and wavering will.76 · 
I 
I 
I 
Chesterton in his book offers many hearty laughs, but in I 
connection with Criseyde it is suffiecient to remember that he 
calls her a minx, a misquotation, a typographical error, a very 
active example of the abuse of free will, beautiful, romantic, 
willful, and incalculablet To be blamed, says Chesterton, for 
I her acttons. 
LOWES 
In 1934 John Livingston Lowes dedicated his book Geof-
frey Chaucer to George Lyman Kittredge "myn owene maister 
deere". 
At the very outset of his criticism of Oriseyde he 
straightforwardly states that Troilus falls madly, instantly, 
and devastatingly in love with Criseyde at the temple - "a fact 
of which at the time Criseyde knows nothingn.7? Also, says 
Lowes, that when Criseyde went to the house of Pandarus for 
supper the night of the destined rain, she supposed Troilus to 
be out of town. 
Lowes gives Chaucer immense credit for creating a new 
I 
I 
I 
?6,. Chesterton, G.K., Chaucer and His Poetry, p];J.l43-144J 
77. John Livingston Lowes, Geoffrey Chaucer and the De- I 
velopment of His Genius, P~ 171. 
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I Criseyde from the heroine of Boccaccio. 
I 
Chaucer'~ says the 
J critic, is 
11 
I 
I 
I 
a woman of infinite sensibility and charm, part mis-
tress of all the social graces, and as ~uick-witted 
in gay badinage as Pandarus himself - must be won by 
a subtlety and savoir faire to match her own.78 
Criseyde's conduct is to be explained by the chivalric 
code of love, Lowes maintains. 
And under that code, until Criseyde »falsed" Troilus, 
no moral issue whatsoever was involved. dUdged by its 
tenets Criseyde, in giving herself to Troilus, was 
wholly innocent of wrong, and first sinned when she 
was false to him. The two inflexible requirements 
of the courtly code - a code under which love and wed-
lock were looked upon as incompatible - were secrecy 
and fidelity .. 79 
Lowes continues to give advice to the modern reader for 
a more accurate and justifiable conception of the characters 
of the poem. It is fundamental to remember that Chaucer's 
Criseyde is created according to the accepted literary conven-
tion. 
And Oriseyde, Pandarus, and Troilus were so conceived 
by Boccaccio and Chaucer and were so understood by 
their elder, aristocratic social order within which 
the ancien regime bore sway. There is no more effec-
tive means of clearing one's mind of cant about Cris-
eyde ••• than to read, mark, and inwardly digest the 
De .Amore in which one will find a strange mundus alter 
. et idem.80 
AB Criseyde's concern was for her name, and for that 
?8. Lowes~ J.L., Geoffrey Chaucer and the Development 
\ of His Genius, pp. 1?5-1?6. 
?9. Ibid., p. 1?6. 
80. Ibid., pp. 176-l?? .. 
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I reason for utter secrecy - under the eode her concerns must be II these - moderns are apt to condemn the poor girl unjustly and 
hastily, says Lowes. Because of the principles of the code, 
Chaucer has had to transform the typical, quickly-won woman ,I 
,J 
into a ttcomplex, baffingly subtle, lovely and .hesitantn81 Cri- II 
seyde with persistent seruplest 
Lowes also shows that the element of Fate is also a 
responsible factor in the development of Criseyde's actions. 
He cites the scene in which rain is made the instrument of 
Criseyde's surrender as an example to illustrate. She wants 
to go home, says Lowes, 1'but the stars in their courses fought 
against hern.82 The web of circumstances was not incidental as 
woven by Chaucer, he says, for 11Criseyde' s ·Fate has been for 
six centuries written in the starsn,83 and as Chaucer was a 
studier of the stars; and knew that the conjunction of Jupiter 
and Saturn occurred in 1385 and included in its operation 
floods and heavy rains; so, we see that Chaucer's Criseyde's 
fate may have been a result of his studies. Lowes says that 
Chaucer here shows how the will of the gods frustrated and 
nullified Criseyde's will. She was forced to obey the influ-
ences of the planets: the stars were guilty of her disaster. 
Lowes, to be sure, does not leave his explana~ion at this 
--· 81. Lowes, J~L., Geoffrey Chaucer and the Development 
of His Genius, p. 178. 
82. Ibid., p. 186. 
83. Loc. cit. 
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I 
I 
I 
I. 
Fate operates through character, which is fated also perhaps. 
He lets it be known that Chaucer's eyes weren't closed to the 
~ ··. 
fact that Criseyde was the victim of her own ~ualities at the 
same time as the victim of the stars • 
Chaucer made Criseyde so lovely, tender-hearted, yet 
unstable, so exquisitely sensible and charming, that he suffers 
for her doom as does a father pity his children, says Lowes. 
==========-=-~====~--==~=-=-=-======~=======~ 
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C:S:APTER III 
THEORIES OF INTERPRETATION 
DOUBLE PERSONALITY, OR DETERIORATION, THEORY 
This theory is not upheld by so many critics as are the 
It is incomprehensible to many for it proposes a 
double personality to Criseyde. This theory assumes that from 
the· time Criseyde left Troy she was an entirely different per-
son, that immediately her deterioration manifested itself. The 
:first and greatest proponent of this theory is W.J. Courthope,l I 
from whose vonvictions and statement thereof I devised the title. 
of this theory. Courthope believes that Criseyde was so chang-
ed at the end of the book that we can conceive of her as having ! 
I 
a double personality, one in the beginning of the poem, and an- I 
other one at the end, deteriorated and bad. In regard to her I 
deterioration, Professor Root offers a slightly different point j 
of view. He says that speaking of her relations with Diomede, j 
I he offers disapproval, for Criseyde' s thoughts of Troilus soon 1 
fade, and her potentially sensual nature, which has deteriora-
1. Of. p. 12. 
1=---
• 
ted in her relations with Troilus, makes her a willing prey to 
Diomede. 
To state this theory brie~ly, it is the one which main-
tains that Chaucer's heroine has deteriorated- at the end o~ 
the poem we ~ind her a new and di~~erent person, no longer goo~! 
but utterly bad and broken down in character. It also implies 
that there are two Criseydes in the poem ~or the one in the be-
ginning is so little like the one at the end. 
SELFISHNESS THIDRY 
This theory maintains that Oriseyde in her hesitation 
to accept Troilus as a lover and that in her consideration and 
thought in ~any re~·:pects she indicates her sel~ish interests. 
Miss Grace .Eleanor Hadow; a proponent o~ this theory,2 thinks 
that sh~ is not sel~ish in the true sense o~ the word, only 
that she is watching out ~or her own happiness. Miss Hadow 
says that Oriseyde's repentance at the end o~ the poem is but 
momentary discom~ort at the thought that unkind things may be 
said o~ her. Her innocence o~ more worldly things makes her 
an introvert and a sure and de~initely sel~ish one. She's 
like a child in this respect, innocently and simply sel~ish. 
Gerald Bullett3 seems to agree with Miss Hadow, although on 
relatively different grounds, that Oriseyde was selfish. He 
2. Of. pp. 41-44. 
3. Of. pp. 38-39~ 
I 
jl 
II 
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I 
I 
calls her a symbol of feminine witchery with an ingenious in-
nocence which leads her to selfishness. Professors Cook and 
Root could be included in this category, for they may be said j 
I 
to call her selfish in her calculation. They maintain that shei 
is a bad and wicked girl deliberately p~anning her own final 
acts - at least selfish in her betrayed innocence. 
This theory, then, assumes that Oriseyde knew what she 
was doing, and her every thought is selfishly inclined. 
INNOCENCE THEORY 
This theory consists of the view of those critics who I 
believe that Criseyde was a young and innocent girl who was ledj 
into a trap by the wiles of her clever uncle Pandarus. The j 
proponents of this theory ·cannot see reasons for blaming the I 
innocent little heroine for being the one who was the victim 
of a plot. An early critic, Ten Brink, expressed himself in 
this way, saying that her fall is unavoidable and a result of 
trickery and intrigue.4 Miss Hadow also belongs in this cate-
gory of critics, for she believes with Ten Brink that Criseyde 
was of a pure and simple innocence, and that her fall was due 
to her uncle's trickery. To Miss Hadow she is so young and in-
nocent that those qualities which others have called calculat-
ing, or selfish, she calls natural because of her very youth 
~~ and child-likeness. The Frenchman, Legouis, can be added to 
4. Of. p. 10. 
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these others, for his convictions are strong for her innocence. 
He says Chaucer endows his heroine with a freshness and an in-
-nocence not found in Boccaccio. So innocent he calls her that 
because of it Pandarus becomes more repulsive because of what 
he does to her.5 He fails to mention the code of courtly love 
even once .. 
These critics are very sympathetic toward Oriseyde and 
can find no reason to blame her or call her calculating, de-
liberating, or deteriorated. They conceive of her as an inno-
cent young thing, hopelessly tricked by her uncle. Dodd6 says 
that she was not the innocent thing here described, and that s 
was more experienced than any innocent one could be. 
F AT.ALISM THEORY 
This theory is more inclusive than the theories discus-
sed above. More critics believe that there was a great element 
of fate in the :part :played by Criseyde in the :poem. Proponents 
of this theory state that Criseyde was not a victim of her un-
cle, but a victim of fate. She had been fordoomed, and the 
poem just relates the story. Professor Cook does not belong to 
this category of critics at all, for he adheres closely to the 
idea that she deliberately planned her actions and had her head 
about her all the time - to him she was no victim of fate, but 
5. Of. pp .. 39-41 .. 
6. Of. p. 26. 
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Protessor Lowes says, however, that rain, with consum-
mate art, is made the fated instrument of Criseyde's surrendere 
He says that Chaucer knew the eondi tion of the stars in that 
year, and then he made the stars fight ggainst her - to allow 
Pandarus' s last strategem to be carried out. Lowes says that 
for six centuries her fate had been written in the stars.7 He 
says the will of the gods frustrates Criseyde's will. II I 
I 
Chesterton also belongs in this category of critics. Hej 
says that Chaucer snatched at a sort of fatalism as an excuse, 
because he cannot think of a better one, but he does not con-
ceive of the careful calculation of astronomical situations as 
does Lowes, for example. 
Professor Root, although he so strongly holds to the 
idea of her calculation and desire for the completion of Pan-
darus's intrigue, says that she is from the beginning weak be-
cause she cannot make a choice, and because she thinks too pre-
cisely. As soon as she gives .her promise to Troilus, she be-
gins ·to regret the loss of her liberty, and from then on, Root 
believes that she drifts along with circumstance, first manipu-
lated by her uncle and then by powers beyond even her shrewd 
uncle's control. The idea of destiny is quite insistent here. 
Kittredge also believes that there is an element of fate 
~· predominating in the poem, and through the "sweet influence of 
7. Cf. p. 49. 
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the stars in their courses, sentiment develops into a tender 
and passionate loven.8 
The critics upholding this theory, then, say that Cri-
seyde was a victim of fate; that she was a weakly-inclined per- I 
I 
son first in the web of circumstance as arranged by her uncle, 
and then in a greater web of destiny or fate. Her doom was 
I 
predestined and her actions were but a foreseen result of the 
stars in their courses. The overhanging, everlasting element ! 
! 
of fate which this theory suggests as an aid to the interpreta- I 
tion of Criseyde' s char·acter, is a powerful and destructive 
thing. 
CALCULATION THEORY II 
I The critics advocating the principles of this theory are 
more condemning than are those of some other theories. In the 
maint Criseyde's tone of Dalculation is the eause for her label 
I 
of a casuist. Reading through Professor Root's interpretation9 1 
it is plain to see that he :pictures her as a deliberate schemer 
• with a bit of intrigue i~ her own mind, instead of her being a 
victim of her uncle's intrigue. Frbm the very beginning Pro-
fessor Root sees her as a casuistic reasoner, and so she con-
tinues to be to the end - to her own satisfaction of desires. 
Professor Cook is in this category, also; in fact, he was in 
8. Cf. PP~ 32 and 35a 
9. Cf. pp. 13-19. 
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I 
it before Root, for it was he who very much influenced Root. 
I 
Cook,lO however, goes further than Root and says that no de- I 
i 
I 
I terioration took place, but that a deteriorated nature was pre- 1 
sent and inherent in the heroine. Criseyde, to them, w~s a I 
I 
I heartless, sensual, and cool-headed heroine, who desired to see I 
I 
the fulfilment of Troilus's desires, and planned her actions I 
accordingly, always presenting a feigned innocent appearance. 
This theory, then, condemns Criseyde as one with morally 
lax principles, and as a person with deliberation and calcula-
tion for purposes of fulfilling her desires which she knows are! 
also the desires of Troilus. 
COURTLY CODE OF LOVE THEORY 
Before considering critics and their evaluations, the 
principles of the code must be understood and kept in mind. 
They have been set down by Andreas, and Dodd in Courtly Love 
in Chaucer and Gower devotes a number of pages to the theory 
and its evaluation. It will be clear to the reader that the 
principles, as mentioned before,ll are but four of the main 
ones, the others being by-products related to the main princi-
ples. 
Bearing the main principles in mind let us categorize 
10. cr. pp. 19-23~ 
11. Of. pp. 24-25. 
I 
I 
I 
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those critics who interpret Chaucer's Criseyde by them. The 
rirst one to make mention or it is Courthope who says that in 
the rirst three books her conduct is in accord with the code 
or courtly love.l2 His convictions in this respect are not 
strongly expressed but worth mentioning because they were ex-
pressed berore the nineteenth century when most of these views 
came forth. 
In 190? Karl Young emphatically proposes the courtly 
code as a basis for the interpretation of Criseyde. Referring 
back to his own statements of the reasons why ,13 we see how 
emphatically he believed it to be so. But, interesting to note, 
is the ract that in the Modern Language Notes or 1926 we find 
Young telling us that Chaucer was absolutely not in ravor of' 
these principles, and that it was ror this reason that he wrote 
the renunciation or love at the end or the poem. However, 
Chaucer conceives o:f his character by the code, and underlying 
the story is the amorous doctrine. Young maintains that 
in turning his back upon his love story, Chaucer in-
evitably condemned courtly love, along with undue 
physical passion, and along with any other unsancti-
ried elements in the poem, hence there is no obstacle 
to one's surmising that Chaucer's revulsion of feeling 
arose as much from the false principles of courtly 
love in the poem as rrom the intensity and reality of 
the physical passion. Possibly, indeed~ the influence 
arising rrom courtly love was the greater.l4 
12. Cf. pp. 11-12. 
13. Cf. pp. 23-30. 
14. Young, K., "Chaucer's Renunciation of Love in Troi-
llusn, Modern Language Notes, 40,1926, p. 2'73e 
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Young justifies and emphasizes his contentions by re-
ferring the reader to the following by Professor Kittredg,e: 
We come more and more to suspect that Troilus was 
right in his first opinion; that the princivles of the 
code are somehow unsound. • • • He (Chaucer) has no 
solution except to repudiate the unmoral and unsound 
system which he has pretended to uphold.l5 
By the above quotations we should be able to deduce that Chau-
cer really renounced Criseyde and all her actions and thoughts, 
although they were acceptable by the laws of the code. 
Young leads us to Kittredge. Although his book came out 
two years later than Dodd's, I shall include him in this cate-
gory next. He definitely and clearly beieves her to be a pro-
duct of the code, and agrees with Young in most of his conten-
tions. Kittredge states that Criseyde's yielding to Troilus 
was indeed a meritorious act, but that her sin took place when 
she was untrue to him and yielded to Diomede, which was an hei-
nous crime. She answers the requirements of the code, and 
Chaucer meant her to, thinks Kittredge. 
Dodd, who is the most elaborate and emphatic proponent 
of this theory, wrote a complete book on the cou~:tly code in I 
,I 
which the part of Criseyde as interpreted by the code occupies 11 
I 
a large section.l6 Dodd heartily disagrees with Professor Cook 
and Root and their ideas about Criseyde's calculation and -de-
' 
liberation, likewise he disagrees with. Ten Brink and Oourthope 
15a Kittredge, G.L., Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 143. 
16. Of. pp. 30-35. 
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I for as he maintains throughout that the entire story is based 
I 
i 
I 
on the courtly love cod~, so he also interprets the character I 
of Criseyde on th!i:s1· basi.s, and justifies her every act, except j 
I her seduction by Diomede. Dodd says that Criseyde knew exactly 1 
what was expected of her by Troilus from the very beginning. I 
~~~ Dodd takes issue with Professor Root when he condemns Criseyde t· 
saying that with a hidden smile, she walks into the trap with 
! needless craft: Dodd says that by making herself a party to the 
transactions of the right she is wholly free of blame accord-
ing to the code. Her honor receives no stain; on the other 
hand, Dodd says, she is ennobled and uplifted. 
Grace Eleanor Hadow also mentions that Chaucer used the 
courtly code,/ and because of its principles, she says .he made 
the lovers and their endless difficulties in keeping with the 
spirit of the age - an unnecess~ry mystery, she says. Miss 
Hadow quickly dismisses discussion of her as a courtly code 
product, but she must be recognized as being in this category 
for crediting Chaucer with it. 
The most recent adherent to the theory of courtly love 
dealt with in this thesis is Professor Lowes who wrote his co·n-
victions in .1934. He gives speci~ic statements and arg~ents 
for his coneeption of her as a product of the code.l7 Lowes, 
4ll however, says that Chaucer has depicted the tragic irony of 
17. Cf. p. 47. 
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life, and in the closing lines in his pitiful farewell to Cri-
seyde, he has revealed something of himself without a doubt, 
thinks Lowes. 
So it is clear to see that the strongest category is 
the one composing those critics who interpret Criseyde by the 
courtly code of love. Her character is interpretable in ae-
,. 
I 
tions and thoughts most convincingly by these principles by 1 
these critics. To read over their. convictions one sees clearly I 
that they have no doubt that Chaucer meant her to be a result 
of the chivalrous and conventional code. These critics who be-
long in this category are Courthope, Young, Dodd, Kittredge, 
Hadow, and Lowes, the strongest of whom is Dodd, both in elabo-
ration and emphasis. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF THEORIES OF INTERPRETATION 
In consideration of the above theories, it is now my 
~ask to evaluate each one, and discriminate between the cor- I 
rectness and errors or each as I see them. Each critic is en-
titled to his own opinions, as is shown by the variance of be-
liers·, such as almost opposite ones - innocence versus calcu-
lation theories. e.g.; some- very few, however, -of the cri-
i 
tics here mentioned have undertaken to point out and illustrate! 
miscreances or others, because, for the most part, each is ex-
pounding his own ideas, and is chiefly interested i~ just that. 
Root, as an expounder or the calculation theory, is ut-
terly cruel in his attacks. To me it seems that he reads be-
yond Chaucer's intentions - for I do not belie~e that Chaucer 
intended Criseyde to be conceived of as a calculator. In the 
first place, I do not for one moment think that Professor Root 
is correct when he suggests that Criseyde was c.ons:cious wf the 
ract that she attracted Troilus's attention in the temple. I 
~ think that if Chaucer had meant for her to be conscious of that 
fact, he would have mentioned it. His poem is of the nature 
that it would have been perfectly within bounds for him to in-
II 
I 
I 
,, 
,, elude note of Criseyde' s consciousness of the fact. Root ad-
mits that Chaucer himself says, 
But how it was, certeyn, kan I nat seye, 
If that his lady understood nat this,l 
It is not necessary (r~ther, it is not in order) to go beyond 
I this statement of the author's. WhY should a critic read into 
I 
an author's lines more than the author himself intended to be 
1
1
, there? It's in plain Chaucerian .English. 
Grace E. Hadow, who would not agree with Root, in this 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
respect, says 
That she is no vulgar coquette is shown by her ig-
norance of Troilus's passion. Apparently he spends 
his whole time in the temple gazing at her, but there 
is no mistaking the sincerity of her unselfconscious-
ness and surprise when Pandarus tells her of her 
lover's plight. Nor is she at first altogether pleas-
ed at having one of the handsomest and bravest of 
Priam's sons at her feet; indeed Chaucer is at some 
pains to explain that she does not suffer herself to 
be lightly won:-
"For I say nought that she so sodeynly 
Yaf him hir love, but that she gan enclyne 
To lyk him first, and I have told you why; 
And after that, his manhood and his pyne 
Made love with-inne hir fpr to myne, 
For which, by process and by good servyse 
He gat hir love, and in no sodeyn wyse.n 
.Altogether we get the impression of a simple and 
child-like being who wanders happily about her garden 
with Flexippe and Tharbe and Antigone nand othere of 
hir wommen'', or sits poring over tales of chivalry, 
without a thought of marriage. • •• She is no Deli-
lah spreading her snares for men.2 
.I 
11------
1\ 1. Chaucer, !'roilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lines 492-493, 
I ,, 
,, 
,, 
'I 
Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 460. 
2. Hadow, G.E., Chaucer and His Times, pp.lll-112. 
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I Miss Hadow makes her out to be an innocent, child-like being, 
I 
but to me, this also seems to be too extreme a statement to 
make., A woman of her years and experience could not possibly 
be so chiid-like as Miss Hadow would have us conceive her to 
be. Her ·eOCperience plainly shows in later scenes, especially i 
the one in which she and Tro ilus are at Pandarus' s house during 1 ,. 
I the rain storm. Were she so chi~d-like, she would have answer-/ 
ed Troilus very much more timidly and fearfully when he put herl 
to .the final question, to which she answers~ 
"Ne hadde I er now, my swete herte deere, 
Ben yold, ywis, I were now nought heere.n3 
-~ She' s not so innocent~ 
I 
. / 
1 Ten Br1nk, Legouis, and Miss Hadow need to hide their 
! heads for trying to make tr~aztwhat she is riot; they have out-
reckoned her. Were she the happily-wandering garden-lover, in-
nocently bouncing around, as Miss Hadow' s preposterous deduc·-
tion makes her out to be, she would certainly not be able -
li further she wouldn't have the ability- and the e:x:perience neees-1 
' sary - to weigh the pros and cons of her surrender to Troilus. 
I 
She soliloquizes long on this matter, and her reasons are not· 
:farcical, or inconsistent with her character;. Imagine a girl, 
as purely innocent as they would make her, uttering words like 
the ones :found in this soliloquy. She is not ignorant of a 
thing in this consideration of hers. "She puts the saddle on 
I 3. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 1210-
\ 
1211, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 508. 
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the right horseH. Her eyes are not closed even a crack - her I 
I 
ears are open, too; and so is her heart - can we then, although 1j 
we pity her and the conclusions of her affairs, deem her to- · 
tally innocent? Were she but as innocent as all this, she 
would not have been so well thought of as she was. She knew 
what was expected of her, and also she knew that she was not 
going against any principles of the code of courtly love ifi she 
decided to yield to Troilus. 
My compliments to Chaucer for keeping her well within 
the limits_of the code - except, of course, when he portrays 
her unfaithfulness - and at the same time for making her so 
human, we feel that she is living and we can see her doing whatj 
she does. He is a master of the art and a true genius. . I 
.If Oriseyde had been the innocent little thing conceived I 
of above, how could she have been as old as she would necessari.!.. 
ly have to be to be a widow and even be in a position to con-
sider love or marriage again? Her age is not stated in the , 
poem, but doubtless she is no exceedingly great exception in I 
being much younger than average. Again, had she not age enough,! 
she would not have reasoned as she did, although I believe it 
beyo~d a question that she was aware of her requirements of . 
Troilus, and that from the beginning she was desirous or ru1-
filling them. Also, I believe that she felt flattered that the 
However, she I 
does not think it strange, for she realizes her own beauty and il 
I king's great son had chosen her out of the many. I 
,I 
i 
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her potentialities in causing men'~ hearts to flutter. Her !I 
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II thoughts and actions comply with the code again. 'She was not 
conceived of as vain or immodest by those who read the poem in 
I I Chaucer's day. 
il ~I 
She was within the code. She knew it and so 
I 
I 
I 
did they. 
Young, in speaking of Criseyde's so-called innocence of 
I 
Troilus's being at Pandarus's house the night of the fatal rainJI 
says that if we refer back to the following lines of the text, 
Bk.III, lines 193-196) we know she was not innocent. 
This passage, too seldom referred to, is a sufficient 
answer to those who imagine that Criseyde accepted 
Pandarus' s invitation in so-called "innocence" .4 · 
When Crisyede says that she must "ful sleyly for to 
il I 
I 
i 
I 
' 
' 
I 
pleye" in regard to Troilus' s love after Pandarus tells her the I 
news, Root points out the incongruity of Criseyde's character • 
.... Rowever, to me it does not seem necessary for a woman to ex-
" 
. perienee the blushes, and trepidat~ons of heart that Professor 
I Root calls for, to be free of calculation and plotting. ±n 
j 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
compariso:n to Root's conception of plottingon Criseyde's part, 
while at Deiphobus's house, her actions did not give me this 
idea at all - instead, I got the idea of her graciousness of 
actions. I am willing to state that Criseyde, a widow, was 
naturally and ineyitably accustomed to the attendance ?f the I 
opposite sex, and that her railure to blush and shake with rear j 
I 
were not out of order even for a girl with no intrigue in her 
I 
I 
4. Karl Young, "Review of Dodd's Courtly Love in Chaucer I 
and Gower", ~ournal of English and German Philology, XV, p. 158.J 
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I' 1! would never think of accepting Professor Root's calculation 
I
I 
II theory, for it is he who goes to the· oth~r extreme - he stands 
I' for her utter innocence and inexperience. However, the state-~~ ment of inexperience seems to be. begging the g_uest·ion, for she 
I 
I 
is too worldly a wo;man to be inexperienced. Also she haa been 
married once, and is it not true that a married woman is ex-
I! perienced, while the single girl ·is not? Neither is she truly 
i! innocent, partly for the same reason. · However, when Professor 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
ij 
I! 
II 
Root shows that she did not' blush when Pandarus told her of 
Troi:I.us• s attentions, he faUs to follow that conviction thr~ug~ 
for a more careful perusal will show that when things progress ,. 
a little further, Criseyde does just that which Professor Root 
accuses @er of not doing, and on which ground he charges her 
with calculation. Let me point out from the text exactly what 
I mean: 
This Troilus ful soone on knees hym sette 
Ful sobrely, right be hyre beddes hed, 
And in his beste wyse his lady grette. 
But, Lord, so she wex sodeynliche redt 
Ne though men sholde smyten og hire hed, 
She kouthe nought a word aright out brynge 
So sodeynly, for his sodeyn comynge.5 
j! 
·I She blushes and experiences trepidation of the heart in the 
!I :face of' reality, Professor Root is unf'air to the emotions of' 
II 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
the female heart in expecting Criseyde to act in this way at 
mere mention of a man's attentions, or even love, f'or her. 
th~ 
I 
To II 
I 
I 
! 5. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 953-959, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 505. 
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i 
I 
I Pandarus told her the news, we could justly accuse her o:f cal-
~ / culation - for then, her thoughts would have been written in 
w I 
, her blushes. 
I 
I And again we find Criseyde blushing in the text, but 
I this time it is after she has spent the night with Troilus and 
is talking with her uncle. 
With that she gan hire face for to wrye 
With the shete, and wax for shffme al reed;6 
II 
d Root calls Cr;iseyde' s ignorance of Troilus' s passion and j 
I attention to her mer.e shamming. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
However, I feel quite sure 
that Chaucer makes it clear that she is ignorant of it by say-
ing in Pandarus' s words: 
ttFor the have I my nece, of vices cleene, 
So fully maad thi gentilesse triste, 
That al shal ben right as thisel ven liste. n7 
And by saying in Criseyde's own words, consent to favor 
11 Troilus. 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
ll 
••• though that she did hym as thanne a grace, 
Considered alle thynges as they stoode, 
No wonder is, syn she did al for goode.8 
At least she was not calculating with but one final 
thing in her mind ;;;, as Professor Root seems to think. 
When Professor Root says that the line nrt needeth ne 
I 
1 6. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 1564-
1 1570, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 513. 
II 
II 
il 
7. Ibid., Bk.III, lines 257-259, p. 495. 
8. Ibid., Bk.III, lines 922-925, p. 504. 
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I 
:I I ful sleyly for to pleye" sums up the lady's character complete-i 
I I II !I ly, he is implying that she was a calculating mistress of every
1
. 
II situation to the nth degree. I think that he is here too harsh! 
I 
I 
and.bold; for, to me, these lines are but a natural response by 
I 
I 
a thinking woman. She has a propositiop and a problem to solve 
I 
and she needs to figure it out. If she were to say, "all righ~t 
I to her uncle immediately, we would have justifiable conditions 1 
to·.·h&ndemn her ;~ - so entir:e;ty •. Besides, she is doing as is I I 
I 
I 
I 
expected ofi her by the code~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
At Pandarus's house when he succeeds in making the meet-
ing of the lovers anc accomplished fact, is it any wonder that 
Criseyde finally surrenders herself? She knows that it is 
wrong by the code, and she truly feels by then that she loves 
Troilus. However, is it without a doubt that she was the one 
to plan it that way? It was definitely an intrigue of Panda-
I 
rus' s .. Professor Root states that it is a picture of betrayed 
innocence on Criseyde's part. It does not seem so. He said 
I 1 J that she would not have given her consent had she been of blam 
ljless virtue. I maintain again that she was acting as she knew 
!1 how by the code. 
•I II 
I 
I 
l1 
I' 
I' II 
At the end of the poem, however, when she so readily 
~ ·.~ •... ,.. 
gives way to the handsome Diomede, we are justified in he@.ita-
I am inclined to agrel 
I 
ting to still be sympathetic toward her. 
I 
I 
with Dodd and Lowes when they say she first sins when she is 
false to Troilus. The code does not allow for this. 
In the poem all her actions before she leaves Troy with \ 
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II 
1 maiden, (she was a widow) not innocent or inexperienced, and 
' 
I at the same time not calculating or delibera~ing. Let us call 
I her understanding, intelligent, amorous, "wys", and chivalrous 
I 
I I, o:f heart. 
I 
Her submission to Diomede seems to be more or less re-
sultant o:f the :fact that she was a victim o:f circumstances. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
She was unsuccess:ful with her :father, and miserable in her 
grief :for Troilus, and it was Diomede who took advantage of herJ 
Her charms were abounding 
and Diomede felt theme Even here I cannot conceive o:f her as 
'!I She knew, but was really helpless. 
I 
Bullett does- "a seductive creature, symbol of feminine witeh- 1 
I 
II 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
II 
il 
; 
I 
II II 
" 
ery and :feminine inconstancyn. She was a woman o:f persistent 
scruples, but has been :forced to lower them. Chaucer shows 
the compelling :force of :fate throughout the poem, says Kitt-
redge. I agree with him, and in this connection want to say 
that what happened to Criseyde at the end of the poem was gov-
erned by fate - at least, as presented by Chaucer~ I cannot I 
I 
conceive o:f Chaucer having a conception o:f her deterioration.. I 
Criseyde's tenderness in love does not change. Herheart is I 
deceitrul, that's all; in the first place she has not ever sin- 11 
I, 
'I 
\I 
II I' l 
ned before. 
To try to interpret the action o:f the poem according to 
modern standards is to attempt a silly thing indeed: it would 
be preposterous. And when Mr. Gri:f:fin goes to the extent of 
70 
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I trying to decide why Chaucer tried to describe Oriseyde with 
1
1 
the one defect of knit eyebrows, he is trying to read into the 
this respect. He comes to the best conclusion possible, I 
think, for I don't think that Chaucer had a model in mind when 
he conceived of his heroine. He kept her within the code's 
principles, paying little attention to physical description 
I (other than her rare be-auty) and conc·entrating on action and 
I a t:Jl!.o sphere. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
II 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion I wish to state that I believe that too 
ij 
Does not Chaucer him-~~ much can be read into ~n autbor's lines. 
I
ll self say at the end of his poem that he hopes that his poem~ 
1 not suf'fer the results of wagging tongues? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I II 
I' 
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I 
,, 
I' 
i 
I 
I 
Go, litel bok, go, litel myn tragedye, 
Ther God thi makere yet, er that he dye, 
So sende myght to make in som eomedye! 
But litel book, no makyng thow n'envie, 
But subgit be to alle poesye; 
And kis the steppes, where as thow seest 
Virgile, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, and Stace. 
And for ther is so gret diversite 
In Englissh and in writyng of oure tonge, 
So prey I God that non myswrite the, 
Ne the mysmetre for def'aute of tonge .. 
And red wherso thow be, or elles songe, 
That thow be understonde, God I biseche!l 
pace 
Many crities so certainly and definitely lay down their 
/I convictions that, to a person not making an extensive study, a 
I 
II 
bold, well-presented miscreance will leave the wrong impression 
with the reader. In this instance, were a person to read but 
\' 
I one of the critics' interpretations I have presented, he would l 
i 1. Chaucer, Troilus and Oriseyde, Bk.V, lines 1786-
11 1798, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of' Chaucer, pp. 563-564. 
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not be in a position to properly judge the character or Cri-
;1 seyde on that basis. A carerul perusal or the poem itself 
I shows that Chaucer was adhering to the code and its principles I 
11· when he wrote the poem. He does not give conclusions or con-
I elusive evidence or having any or the critic's views in mind 
I 
I 1 when he conceived the character or the heroine. I do not 
I choose to uphold any of the previously-mentioned theories. I 
I 
I 
I 
conceive of the heroine Criseyde, as a beautiful widow, not too 
young, and neither innocent nor calculating, but theroughly un-
derstanding and in sympathy with the principles of the code. 
Her feminine charm and appeal were overwhelming - to the extent 
that Chaucer himself even felt them. I cannot agree with Pro-
fessor Root that she was calculating, with Ten Brink, Legouis, 
\I or Hadow that she was innocent, or with any of the other theo 
1 holders in trying to present the true conception of the heroin 
\I II 
tl 
\I 
,I il I; 
It is with Dodd that I most heartily agree. I cannot other 
than maintain that Chaucer intended her to be a product of the 
courtly code, with an element of fate as the cause for her 
downfall also. Her every act and thought gives evidence or 
loveff, and which is Chaucer's picture of the tragic irony of 
life. This is more truly the idea he had in mind when he pre-
sented us with the characters as he did. So, it is true that 
I do not agree even with Dodd fully. 
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DIGEST 
In this thesis I have attempted to present the Chaucer-
ian conception of Criseyde, and the study has shaped itself in 
~~ the following manner. In the first chapter, we find nothing j 
which does not have direct bearing on the char~cter of Criseydel 
I upon whose character our concentration is directed throughout. I 
I However, sometimes it has been necessary to treat the poem as l 
a whole with an indirect reference to the heroine. In the 
i second chapter, I have represented.to the reader different cri-~~ 
II 
.I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
tics• conceptions of the heroine's character, using direct 
quotations from these critics in order to free these interpre-
tations of any personal evaluations of my own. My o~n.n evalua-
tions are to be found in chapter four, in which I have tried to I 
find a more-balanced and justifiable evaluation with the afore-
mentioned interpretations as a basis. Chapter three is devoted 
to categories of these critics' convictions into theories, clas1 sifying the critics with similar opinions into the same theory. 
From the opinions of the critics and from discussions thereof 
I 
11 
I have come to the conclusion that Criseyde was ne.ither a cal-
cuiat6.lJTnor an 
ated under the 
II 
II 
innocent girl, but that she was a character cre-~ 
influence of the courtly code of love, and show 
-, 
' I 
--
0 
without losing any of the action ot thoughts. The appendix is 
·I I meant for the reader - to be used for reference. This type of 
,I 
I' 
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!I 
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I 
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II 
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,I 
il 
I 
I 
I 
organization has seemed the best to me in this type of a study, 
especially for purposes of clarification and simplification. 
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APPENDIX 
THE STORY OF TROILUS AND CRISEYDE 
There was a lord called Calchas in a Trojan city who \I I il knew by divination that the city of Troy 'INOUld be destroyed in 
!j 
II 
i 
II 
I' I! 
I 
the war it was engaged in. So 
For.which for to departen softely 
Took purpos ful this f'orknowynge wise, 
And to the Grekes oost f'ul pryvely 
He stal anon; and they, in curteys wise, 
Hym diden bothe worship and servyse, 
I 
I 
In trust that he hath konnynge hem to rede 
In every peril which that is to drede.l 
Immediately he was proclaimed a traitor, for he had 
I 
I 
fled j 
to the enemy's camp~ This Calchas had left behind him in Troy 
J his daughter, who was a widow in mourning, called Criseyde, and 
II 
II I! II 
II 
jl 
I 
I 
II 
I 
i 
Nas non so fair, for passynge every wight 
So aungelik was hir natif beaute, 
That lik a thing immortal semed she, 
As doth an hevenyssh per:fit creature, 
That down were sent in scornynge of nature.2 
However fiercely the battles raged, the Trojans held 
their :feast o:f:' Palladium to which many people went to hear the 
service to the relic. Among those going to the service was 
J 1. Chaucer, Troilus and Oriseyde, Bk.I, lines 78-84, 
I Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Ch,aucer, p. 454. I 
I! I. 2. Ibid., Bk.I, lines 101-105, p. 454. 
li 
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II ---,=-==i+==== i Criseyde, who stood alone, bashful and gentle, yet confident 
of eye and manner, and dressed in her black weeds. She was a 
star under a black cloud as she stood there listening. 
Troilus, son of the king, who was accustomed to laugh 
at his fellow countrymen who were in love, was also at the ser-
i vice and as he was thinking of this very matter, laid his eyes I 
! I 
1 on the beautiful Criseyde, and he, astonishE~d, thought; 
II 
!I I' d 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I, 
/i il 
II ,, 
uo mercy, God, ••• wher hastow woned, 
That art so feyr and goodly' to devise?"3 
When the service was over, Troilus's heart was already 
heavy with love for the girl, but he feigned joyousness and 
went about his business as before so that no one could guess 
his position now. He sent his men away and went to his chamber 
alone sighing and groaning and thinking of her constantly. He 
began to think of his love for her and decided to follow love's 
trade, but to keep it secret from everyone. Love•s fire burned 
within him so fiercely that sixty times a day he grew pale and 
weak and lost all interest in the necessity of a Trojan victory 
in the war. He went out to battle, however, and showed excel-
lent prowess and made a great name for himself - all in hopes 
ot attracting her attention, praying that she loved no other I 
,I man. Chaucer can not say whether Criseyde understood it all or /i 
I whether she feigned that she didn't. He was in dreadful woe, · 
1~ yet dared not tell a soul, and lamenting and fearing the futili-
~~--
11 3. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lines 276-27?, 
1\ Robinson, ed., Complete Works of C!laucer, p. 45?. 
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his love, his woe was multiplied. 
I 
Once when he was alone in his chamber wailing and groan-
I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
! 
I 
I 
ing, his friend Pandarus (who was Criseyde's uncle) came in un- i 
awares and caught him in this sorrowful state. Immediately 11 
Pandarus began to question him about ·his distress and his utter II 
helplessness, and Troilus, answering, ordered him away, but to II 
no avail, for Pandarus, pleading on the honor of their loyal I 
friendship, succeeded in persuading the sick Troilus to tell I 
him the cause of his grief.. And when he revealed her name, the !I 
glad Pandarus said; 
••• "Frend so deere, 
Now far aright, for Joves name in hevene, 
Love hath byset the wel; be of good cheeret 
For of good name and wisdom and manere 
She hath ynough, and ek of gentilesse. 
If she be fayr, thow woost thyself, I gesse.4 
Then he proceeds to give advice, saying that he will 
I 
Ji take an interest in promulgating the love and act as a mediator 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
II 
jl 
,I 
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il 
!j 
I 
"And wostow why I am the lasse afered 
Of this matere with my nece trete? 
For this have I herd seyd of wyse lered, 
Was nevere man or womman yet bigete 
That was unapt to suffren loves hete, 
Celestial, or elles love of kynde; 
Forthy som grace I hope in hire to funde. 
And for to speke of hire in specyal, 
Hire beaute to bithynken and hire youthe, 
It sit hire naught to ben celestial 
As yet, though that hire liste bothe and kowthe; 
But t~ely, it sate hire wel right nowthe; 
A worthi knyght to loven and cherice, 
And but she do, I holde it for a vice. 
4. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lines 877-882, 
Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 465. I 
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Wherfore I am, ana wol ben, ay reay 
To peyn me to do yow this servyse.n5 
il 
I' 
I 
After this, Troilus's love waxed hotter, he thanked Pan-
4t darus heartily for his offer, ana Panuarus promptly left, the j 
sooner to start fulfilment of his obligation. And Troilus be- I 
-e 
! came a changed man, the friendliest in town, who changed his I 
1\ every fault into a virtue until his name was pronounced only inl 
I commendation ana laud. 
j Then Pandarus on the third day of May went straightway 
to the palace of Criseyde, where he found her ana two other 
ladies listening to a reading of a romance of the siege of 
Thebes. He immediately tells her that she should be doing oth-
er things. 
«Do wey youre barbe, ana shewe youre face bare; 
Do wey youre book, rys up, and lat us daunce, 
And let us don to May som obsrvaunce.n6 
To which she answers, 
"I? Goa forbeueit' • • ttbe ye mad? 
Is that a wiuewes lif, so Goa yow save?«7 
~ust these very words give him the necessary lead, for 
then he told her that he could tell her something which would 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I il make her want to dance. After a little persuasion, inspired of II 
II course by Panuarus, he told, her of Troilus' s conui tion ana beg-!' 
I! I !! ged her to save his and Troilus • s lif'e. She cleverly asks, ~ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
11 
I 
5. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.I, lin.es 974-989, 
Robinson, ea., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 466. 
6. Ibid., Bk.II, lines 110-112, p. 469. 
7. Ibid., Bk.II, lines 113-114, p. 469~ 
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trying to learn exactly what he means, 
ttNow em. • • what wo.lde ye devise? 
What is your reed I sholde don of this?tt8 
.-:. 
4i' He answers: 
I 
-il 
'I 
i 
tt. 9 • certein, best is 
That ye hym love ayeyn for his lovynge, 
As love for love is skilful guerdonynge.n9 
She hesitates a little in her astonishment, so Pandarus dashed 
away to leave her to :ponder on it, which she did, ever fearing 
that they might die because of her, and she decided to :play 
full cautiously and so aet as to save her uncle's life and her· 
honor by trying to :please Troilus. She said: 
- "Therto nolde I nat ones han seyd nay, 
But that I drede, as in my fantasye; 
But cesse cause, ay cesseth maladie. 
And here I make a protestaeioun, 
That in this :proces if ye de:p:per go, 
That certeynly, for no salvacioun 
Of yow, though that ye sterven bothe two, 
Though al the world on o day be my fo, 
Ne shal I nevere of hym han other routhe.ulO 
Pandarus, before he left, promised to demand nothing 
further of her. Then she sat alone thinking of it all, whe~ 
suddenly Troilus himself, a true and gallant knight fresh from 
battle, rode up the street. Criseyde gazed at him, blushing 
a little at the cheers of the crowds in the streets, and after 
casting over in her mind his merits, she thought it would be a 
8. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.II, lines 389-390, 
Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 473. 
9. Ibid., Bk.II,390-392, p. 473. 
10. Ibid., Bk.II, 481-489, :p:p. 474-475. 
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pity to slay sueh a one if his intent were faithful. Then, to 11 --
she went out into her garden with her three I divert her mind, 
nieces; Antigone sang a Trojan love song, which set Criseyde 
to thinking of the merits of love again. She went to bed that 
night still rather wondrous. 
That night Pandarus made Troilus write to Criseyde a 
letter, which, the next morning at prime, Pandarus delivered 
to Criseyde, and which she at first refused to read, but later 
even consented to anf%we,r.. ~ Troilus rode by in his glory; 
Pandarus quickly remarked on his good·,-:~0:fu:b.ts and advised her to 
let her false shame and folly be and ease Troilus's heart by 
speaking to him. 
"Lat nycete nat do yow bothe smerte.»ll 
Then he hurried over to Troilus with the letter. Troi-
lus, quivering, read its "wordes under sheld", which caused 
his longing to mount higher and higher. 
Pandarus, the ingenious, 'came upon an idea then, and 
rushed over to Deiphobus, Troilus 1 § brother, to ask his favor. 
In return, Deiphobus, the generous and willing one, arranged 
to have a dinner party to which he promised to invite Troilus, 
Criseyde, Helen and Paris, and many others. Pandarus rushed 
to Criseyde to tell her that there was a law in the process or 
enactment to bring her trouble, but that Deiphobus and other 
11. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde) Bk.II, line 1288, 
Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 485. 
i good lords were at"· work in her favor. At that moment, Deipho- I "· 
II bus himself dashed in to extend the invitation which she promptjl 
II 
1 ly accepted. Pandarus next rushed to Troilus to eKplain the 
plans and further, to tell him to,feign sickness at the party. 
Everyone else came to the party innocent of the plans 
except God and Pandarus. Criseyde was brought to Troilus's 
bedside to tell him of her troubles. Troilus, however, told 
her his troubles and begged to do her service. She said to 
him: 
"But natheles, this warne I yow ••• 
A kynges sone although ye be, ywys, 
Ye shal namore han sovereignete 
Of me in love, than right in that cas is, 
N'Y nyl forbere, if that ye don amys, 
To wratthe yow; and whil that ye me serve, 
Ghericen yow right after ye disserve.«l2 
Pandarus promptly offered his house to them so that they 
might relieve their hearts. Such was their first real meeting. j, 
The meetings of the lovers were few and cut short, until 
Pandarus (it took him every time} begged Griseyde to come to 
his house for supper. She made excuses at first because of the 1 
rainfall, but, although Pandarus said that Troilus was not-to I~ be there, she consented. She came to supper, and Troilus was 
not to be seen, for he was hiding in a little closet peeking · · I 
I 
through a little window. When it was time ~or her to leave fo~ I 
home, Fortune had increased the rain so much that there was a 
12. Chaucer, Troilus and Oriseyde, Bk.III, lines 169-
1?5, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 494. 
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flood, and Criseyde had to remain for the night. Then after 
I. everyone had retired at Pandarus's suggestion, he softly undid I the door of the closet that Troilus was in. The wind was howl-
1 
ing so loud that no one could hear them moving about. The two 
men then entered a·riseyde' s room by way of a trap door; Panda-
rus leading Troilus by the skirt of his garment. The startled 
Criseyde heard Pandarus :1iell her that Troilus had just returned 
in utter madness pecause he had heard that Criseyde loved some-
!I one else •... Not knowing of Troilus' s presence, she immediately 
declared that if he were there she would prove otherwise to him. 
Finally, Pandarus persuaded her not to keep Troilus in pain all I 
I 
night, but to receive him that very night. 1 
No sooner had she consented than there at her bedside 
was Troilus. She was speechless for a while, then she bent 
down and kissed him and suggested that he sit down. Unhesitant 
ly, Pandarus suggested that Troilus sit on the bed - the better 
to hear each other. Pandarus drew toward the fire to look at 
a book, but soon excused himself completely. The lovers ironed 
out their misunderstandings and made many vows to each other. 
Troilus, completely overcome, fell into a S\¥Don and she had to 
bring him to, and then 
This Troilus, with blisse of that supprised, 
Putte al in Goddes hand, as he that mente 
Nothyng but wel; and s~deynly avysedi. 
He hire in armes faste to hym hente. 3 
12. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 1184-
1187, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 508. 
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I 
Then again 
This Troilus in armes gan hire streyne, 
And seyde, "0 swete, as evere mot I gon, 
Now be ye kaught, now is ther but we tweyne! 
Now yeldeth yow, for other bote is non! nl3 
And what can a poor lark do in a hawk's grip? And so 
it was with Criseyde; she began to quake like an aspen-leaf and 
b0th were brought to Paradise after Criseyde confessed that ha~ 
she not before yielded herself, in truth were she not there 
now. They were both in heavenly bliss, and when the dawn began 
to break, neither of them wanted to be parted. Troilus cursed 
the fates that brought about the dawn, and prayed that earth be 
deprived of light forever. It was after this that Criseyde 
proclaimed her true love and said that never would he be severe 
from her heart, and that she was fully his. 
But they had to part in the morning, and sorely it pain-
ed them both. Pandarus soon came to her bed-chamber to ask how 
she was. She went home leaving Pandarus wholly happy in gain-
ing his purpose. Troilus called Pgndarus over to see him and 
thanked him wholeheartedly for what he had done. 
Many timesit was since Pandarus brought the two together 
that first night as pefore. His joy and pride on doing it was 
no small matter, neither was it so for Troilus and Criseyde, 
who each of these mornings cursed the dawn as before. So happy 
13. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.III, lines 1205-
11208, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 508. 
they were with each other. 
But Fortune then turned away her bright visage from Troi 
lus and Criseyde, for Antenor, a worthy Trojan, was taken :pri-
soner by the Greeks, and it was Criseyde's father who :purposed 
the :plan of exchange of :prisoners, :planning to exchange the cap-
tive An.tenor for Criseyde, which :plan was accepted and passed 
by the Trojan parliament. Troilus, sick at the news, retired 
to his chamber to beat his head against the wall and smite his 
breast with his fists, after which he laid on his bed buried in 
tears; finally he lay there in a trance. Pandarus rushed to 
Troilus and the two were speechless, overcome with tears. Fi-
nally they spoke, and Pandarus advised Troilus to try to forget 
and get himself another love. He would not hear of it, so Pan-
darus advised him to go to her unless he wished to vex her. 
The news spread fast. The women came to say their fare-
wells to Criseyde and found her weeping and full sorry. They 
thought she grieved to leave them and their fair city, not know-
ing her. true source of such lament. After they had gone, she 
too went to her chamber, beat her breast, prayed God to cure 
her troubles, and flung herself.on her bed. Pandarus soon ar-
rived, found her thus bathed in tears, and told her about the 
plans of exchange. At the sight of him, her wails increased a 
thousand-fold, for she·had already heard and suffered from it. 
He ordered her to freshen up a bit, and left to search for Troi-
lus, whom he found sick of living, and whom he sent to Criseyde. 
Troilus arrived there, and they could do nothing but kiss! 
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and embrace and sob, until she lay in his arms as if dead. He 
tried to arouse her, but being unsuccessfUl, vrlth cruel words 
of indictment to Jove and Fortune placed a sword on his heart, 
ready, also, to end it all. At this crueial moment, Criseyde 
uttered "Troilus". and saved his life. She then came to her 
senses and offer.ed him a plan for her speedy return. 
"The moeble which that I have in this town 
Unto my fader shal I take, and seye, 
That right for trust and for savacioun 
It sent is from a frend of his or tweye, 
That whiche frendes ferventliche hym preye 
To senden after more, and that in hie, 
Whil that this town stant thus in jupartie. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • 
nr shal hym. so enchaunten with my sawes, 
That right in hevene his sowle is, shal he meete. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
"Desir of gold shal so his soule blende, 
That as me lyst, I shal wel make an ende.nl4 
.But Troilus still wanted them to steal away together. 
But Criseyde refused saying that they would repent it. She em-
phatically pronounced her love and promised to return in ten 
days. 
The next day at prime, Diomede was ready to take her to 
the Greek camp. Criseyde mounted her horse, and Troilus rode 
quite a way out of town with them. It was a sad parting when 
Troilus had to turn his horse around. 
Immediately Diomede set about to win her, at first beg-
ging her to treat him as a brother, and then telling her of her 
I 
14. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.IV, lines 1380-86, 
, 1395-96, 1399-1400, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, 
pp. 535-536 .. 
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fairness and saying that no other man would serve her as well 
as he woufuu. They reached the Greek camp, and Criseyde fell in-
to her father's arms. Meanwhile, Troilus was suffering utter 
grief, thinking that he could never stand it longer, and Pan-
darus was ever trying to console him into being more patient 
and waiting for her return. The days were endless for Troilus. 
But Calohas would not allow Criseyde to return to Troy 
for any purpose, and she mourned her fate full heavily, think-
ing of Troilus all the time. Diomede, however, had conceived 
the idea that it would certainly be a victory for him to win 
Criseyde from her Trojan lover. S@, on the tenth day, the day 
on which Troilus's grief and pain was indescribable, he went to 
the tent of_Calchas and talked with Criseyde about the utter 
doom of Troy and how lucky she was to be out of there. Also, 
he said, that the Greeks far surpassed the Trojans as lovers. 
Then he blushed a bit, and told her of his love for her, asking 
if he might serve her. He called again the next day - with her 
permission, of course, and again on the next - on which day she 
gave him the brooch that Troilus had once given her. Onething 
led to another, and soon she had been false to Troilus. She 
realized her gu&lt and dishonor, but it was then too late, so 
she decided to be true to Diomede. 
To the letter which Troilus finally sent her, she an-
swered saying that she would return but she knew not when. Tro~f 
l~s had a dream and reared that it meant his loss of Criseyde, 
so he went to Cassandra to have it expounded. She said that 
8? 
Fortune had overthrown him, but he could not believe it. After 
her letters grew cold, T+oilus became suspicious. One day as 
~ he stood in his melancholy, he saw a tunic being born through 
the streets in honor of a victory from the Greeks. It was Di-
omede's, and on it Troilus saw the brooch that he had given 
Criseyde. He then knew her falsity. He took to battle, fight-
ing furiously, searching for Diomede. But Fortune would not 
have it ~hat one of them would die at the otherts sword. He 
slew thousands, and died a sad man at the sword of Achilles. 
Chaucer says: 
Swich fyn hath, lo, this Troilus for lovet 
Swiche fyn hath al his grete worthynessel 
Swiche fyn hath his estat real above, 
Swich fyn his lust, swieh fyn hath his noblesse! 
Swych fyn hath false wor1des brote1nesse~ 
And thus bigan his lovyng of Criseyde, 
As I have told, and in this wise he deydee15 
15. Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, Bk.V, lines 1828-
1834, Robinson, ed., Complete Works of Chaucer, p. 564. 
, .. 
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